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1. Explanation of Symbols
The following symbols are used in the Parallel Alignment:
?
,,a
*
{*}
**
{**}
*z
**z
<dn> ≤
<up> ≥
----

--+

--- ''
--+ ''
--- {x}
--+ {x}
---%
[]
[[ ]]
^

Questionable notation, equivalent, etc.
In the Hebrew column: word included in one of the Aramaic
sections of the Hebrew Bible.
Ketib.
Possible agreement of the LXX with the Ketib.
Qere.
Possible agreement of the LXX with the Qere.
The Ketib in Qere wela Ketib.
The Qere in Ketib wela Qere.
Reference to the continuation of the present verse or to next
verse.
Reference to the preceding part of the present verse or to
previous verse.
In the Greek column: an element of the Biblical text that is
present in the MT but has no counterpart in the Greek (Minus
of the Greek vis-à-vis the MT). The lack of representation
frequently seems doubtful, in which case the notation includes
a question mark.
In the Hebrew column: element of in the Greek that doesn't
have a corresponding counterpart in the MT (plus in the LXX
vis-à-vis the MT). Often this indication is followed by a
tentative reconstruction of the possible Hebrew source text: --+
=, or --+ =?
Long minus (at least four lines).
Long plus (at least four lines).
In the Greek column (apparent minus) or
In the Hebrew column (apparent plus), indicating lack of
equivalence between long stretches of text in the LXX (where
it is a ‘plus’) and the MT (where it is a ‘minus’).
Element not represented in the Old Greek and supplied in Job
by ‘Theodotion’ with asterisk.
Reference to number of verse in LXX, different from MT.
Reference to number of verse in MT, different from the LXX.
Difference in sequence between MT and LXX, denoted after
the first Hebrew word and before the second one, as well as
between two Greek words.

^^^
=

=;
=:
=v
=vs
=+
=@
=@...a
=r
=??
=<d>
=%
=%a+
=%b
=%c
=%e
=%nv
=%np
=%o+
=%p

Change in word order: the equivalent of the Hebrew/ Greek)
word(s) is present elsewhere in the verse or near context
(possible transposition in the Hebrew source text of the LXX).
Introducing the Hebrew retroversion (in column b) of a Greek
text that may be thought to reflect a Hebrew source text
different from MT. In such cases the retroversion is considered
a plausible reconstruction of that variant in the source text.
Often marked as doubtful by a question mark.
Retroversion in col. b based on equivalence occurring in
immediate or remote context.
Introducing reconstructed proper noun.
Difference in vocalization (pronunciation tradition).
Interchange síin/sûin (vocalization/pronunciation tradition).
Difference in numbers between MT and the LXX.
Etymological derivation or exegesis.
Etymological exegesis according to Aramaic, etc.
Incomplete retroversion.
Divergence between the Greek and the Hebrew that may
indicate a Hebrew variant text, but for which at this stage no
plausible retroversion can be suggested.
Reference to a doublet in the Hebrew or to the Hebrew
retroversion of a doublet possibly reflected by the Greek.
Indicating categories divergences between the MT and the
LXX, mostly attributable to translation technique, but also due
to the Hebrew scribe.
(Attributive) demonstrative pronoun in the LXX but not in the
MT.
Two Hebrew words rendered by compound noun in the
Greek covering all information (translation technique).
Two Hebrew words rendered by one in Greek (translation
technique).
Two Greek words used to render one Hebrew (translation
technique).
noun/verb or verb/noun interchange.
noun/pronoun-particle or pronoun-particle/noun
interchange.
Independent personal pronoun in the LXX (direct/indirect
object) but not in the MT (attributable to Greek translator or to
Hebrew scribe).
Difference in preposition or particle (attributable to Greek
translator or to Hebrew scribe).

=%p=%p+
=%ps=%ps+
=%r+
=%vap

=%vpa

=%vq
={f}
={@}
{...}

{..^}
{..d}
{..p}

{..r}
{+}

Preposition present in the Hebrew not matched by a
corresponding counterpart in the Greek, mostly not for
stylistic reasons
Preposition present in the Greek, but not matched by a
corresponding element in the Hebrew - Mostly used when the
Greek has a dative, or an affix to a particle.
semiprepositional noun phrase represented as preposition
(attributable to Greek translator or to Hebrew scribe).
preposition represented as semi-prepositional noun phrase
(attributable to Greek translator or to Hebrew scribe).
Presence of a relative pronoun in the Greek but not in the
MT(for instance, if MT has an asyndetic relative clause).
Change from active to passive form in verb, or from causative
to active (diathesis) This phenomenon often involves pluses or
minuses of pronouns (attributable to Greek translator or to
Hebrew scribe).
Change from passive to active form in verbs, or from active to
causative (diathesis) This phenomenon often involves pluses
or minuses of pronominal phrases (attributable to Greek
translator or to Hebrew scribe).
interchange verb/particle-pronoun or vice versa.
Divergence between the Greek and the Hebrew connected
with structure and syntactic function.
free, contextually conditioned and/or inspired exegetic
rendering.
Equivalent reflected elsewhere in the text, for grammatical,
stylistic, or exegetic reasons. At the place where the equivalent
occurs, the present vocable is indicated by {...XXX} or
{...?XXX}.
Stylistic or grammatical transposition, mostly conditioned by
requirements of Greek grammar or style.
Double duty rendering, occurring once in the translation but
referring to more than one Hebrew word. The corresponding
term in the MT is matched by {...}.
Preposition present in the LXX, but not in the MT, often in
accordance with the rules of the Greek language or
translational habits. The Greek preposition itself is matched by
{...}.
Notation in Hebrew column of elements repeated in the
translation.
Introduction of addition of Greek word for stylistic reasons.

{d}
{g}
{gl}
{og}
{+h}
{p}
{s}
{t}
{v}
{!}
{!}{!}+
{#}
.

Reference to doublet in the Greek (occurring between the two
elements of the doublet).
Reference to difference between the text of Rahlfs and that of
the relevant Gottingen edition
Apparent divergence between the Greek and the Hebrew
plausibly explained by the Greek lexicon
In Esther and Daniel: long stretch of text not reflecting
Hebrew or Aramaic source.
Stylistic addition of eivmi,.
Greek preverb representing Hebrew preposition.
Hebrew /m, !m (comparative, superlative) reflected by Greek
comparative or superlative.
Transliterated Hebrew word.
The reading of the main text of the LXX seems to reflect a
secondary text, while the 'original' reading is reflected in a
variant.
Infinitive absolute in combination with a finite verb of the
same root (paronymous or tautological infinitive).
Paronymous infinitive with finite verb rendered as finite verb
(minus).
Finite verb of the MT rendered by construction probably
reflecting paroxymous infinitive.
Asterized passage (in Job).
Interchange of consonants between MT and the presumed
Hebrew parent text of the LXX.

.rd
.m
.j
.l
.s
.w
.z
<q>
<*q>
<q=>

As above, interchange of d/r, etc.
As above, metathesis.
Two words of MT joined into one word in the parent text of
the LXX.
Possible ligature.
One word of MT separated into two or more words in the
parent text of the LXX.
Different word-division reflected in the parent text of the LXX.
Possible abbreviation.
Possible agreement of the LXX with variant found in Qumran
text.
Possible partial agreement with variant found in Qumran text
(in particular if that text is fragmentary or otherwise
problematic, e.g., interlinear text).
Agreement of the MT with Qumran text.

<q->
<q11pl>
<q11t>
<qm>
<qp>
<sb>
<sp>
<sp~>
<sp->
a
ak
am
ar
rh
ug

The vocable indicated is not present in the Qumran text.
11Qpaleo-Hebrew Leviticus.
Temple Scroll from cave 11 in Qumran.
Mezuzoth from Qumran (with cave and inventory number).
Phylacteries from Qumran (with cave and inventory number).
Possible agreement of the LXX with the pronunciation
tradition of the Samaritan Pentateuch (according to BenHayyim).
Possible agreement of the LXX with the Samaritan Pentateuch
Possible partial agreement of the LXX with the Samaritan
Pentateuch
The vocable indicated is not present in the Samaritan
Pentateuch
Aramaic / Post-biblical Hebrew
Akkadian
Aramaic
Arabic
Rabbinic / Post-biblical Hebrew
Ugaritic

2. List of Biblical Books
Gen
Exo
Lev
Num
Deu
Jos

ge
ex
le
nu
de
js

Jdg
1Sa
2Sa
1Ki
2Ki
Isa
Jer
Eze
Hos
Joe
Amo

jj
s
ss
k
kk
is
je
ez
ho
jl
am

Genesis
Exodus
Leviticus
Numbers
Deuteronomy
Joshua (main text; in some
chapters: B text; the A text =Jsa, ja)
Judges (B text; the A text = Jda, jj)
1 Samuel
2 Samuel
1 Kings
2 Kings
Isaiah
Jeremiah
Ezekiel
Hosea
Joel
Amos

Oba
Jon
Mic
Nah
Hab
Zep
Hag
Zec
Mal

ob
jo
mi
na
ha
ze
hg
za
ma

Obadiah
Jonah
Micha
Nahum
Habakkuk
Zephaniah
Haggai
Zachariah
Malachi

Psa
Job
Pro

p
jb
pr

Psalms
Job
Proverbs

Rut
Sol
Ecc
Lam
Est

ru
ca
qo
la
es

Ruth
Songs (Canticles)
Ecclesiastes (Qoheleth)
Lamentations
Esther

Dan
Ezr
Neh
1Ch
2Ch

d
e
ne
c
cc

Daniel (the LXX text; Daniel-Theodotion = Dat, dd)
Ezra
Nehemiah
1 Chronicles
2 Chronicles

1Es
Sir
Sip
Bar
Dat
Jsa
Jda

ee
si

First Esdras
Sirach
Prologue Sirach
Baruch
Daniel-Theodotion
Joshua A text
Judges A text

ba
dd
ja
j

3. ASCII Encoding of Greek and Hebrew
The ASCII encoding of the Hebrew marks consonants only, but distinguishes between
left síin, right sûin and the unpunctuated form of the letter shin. Final letters are not taken
into account. Note the special codes for aleph /)/, ayin /(/, teth /+/.

)
B
G
D
H
Z
X
+
Y
K
L
M
N
S
(
P
C
Q
R
&
$
#
T

a
b
g
d
h
z
x
j
y
k
l
m
n
s
[
p
c
q
r
f
v
X
t

The ASCII encoding of the Greek includes, apart from the letters of the alphabet, all
special diacritics
A

a

B

b

G

g

D

d

E

e

H
Z

h
z

Q

q

I

i

K

k

L

l

M

m

N

n

C

x

O

o

P

p

R

r

S

s

T

t

U

u

F

f

X

c

Y

y

W

w

The following signs are placed following the vocals (or consonants) that they are
associated with:
)
spiritus lenis
(
spiritus asper
/
acutus
\
gravis
=
circumflexus
+
diaeresisis
| iota subscriptum
In the ASCII notation the spiritus precedes the accents. The iota subscriptum comes last,
following the accent.

Introduction
The Parallel Alignment of the MT and the LXX text of the Bible is a computerized data
base which presents the text of the MT and that of the LXX, according to Biblia Hebraica
Stuttgartensia (Stuttgart, 1976) and A. Rahlfs, ed., Septuaginta, id est VT graece iuxta LXX
interpretes (Stuttgart 1935).1 The text is presented word by word, in two parallel columns,
e.g.,
Gen 1:1.1 tyvi_arE/B.

evn avrch

Gen 1:1.2 ar"ŠB'

evpoi,hsen

Gen 1:1.3 ~yhi_l{a

o` qeo.j

Gen 1:1.4 ~yIm:§V/'h;

tae”

to.n ouvrano.n

Gen 1:1.5 #r<a'(/h'

tae”w

kai. th.n gh/n

In principle, each dictionary word (lexeme) of the MT is noted on one line with its
presumed equivalent or counterpart in the LXX. Suffixes, affixes and prefixed
prepositions in the Hebrew are separated from the main word by means of a slash,
/. In the Greek articles the equivalents of such elements, e.g., the article,
prepositions and pronouns in the genitive are noted on the same line as the main

The date base for the Parallel Alignment has been prepared by the CATSS project
(Computer Assisted Tools for Septuagint Studies), co-directed by Emanuel Tov in
Jerusalem and Robert A. Kraft in Philadelphia, supported in Israel by the Israel
Academy of Sciences and Humanities and in the U.S.A. by the NEH (The Parallel
Aligned Text of the Greek and Hebrew Bible, Edited By Emanuel Tov). For further data
the reader is referred to: Emanuel Tov, A Computerized Data Base for Septuagint Studies:
The Parallel Aligned Text of the Greek and Hebrew Bible, (CATSS vol. 2, JNSL Supp. 1;
1

word. This presentation is to facilitate systematic study of the relationship between
the Hebrew text and that of the Greek version. An additional corpus of data is
embodied in various annotations, mainly on the MT side, concerning possible
variants reflected by the LXX and other phenomena in connection with the
relationship between the MT and the LXX (column b).
These annotations include:
1. reconstruction of variants and pluses
2. categories of divergences between the MT and the LXX
3. categories of translation issues
4. indication of passages in the Samaritan Pentateuch and the texts from the Judean
Desert, agreeing with the LXX,
5. indication of biblical passages relevant for variants possibly reflected by the LXX;
6. notation of graphic interchanges.
The annotations represent even so many cues for search and data retrieval.
The Alignment, then, may serve both for text-critical scrutiny and for an
examination of the translation technique of the LXX.
In addition the Alignment includes the Hebrew and Greek text of the apocryphal
book of Sirach and Ps. 151, which thus can be investigated together with the
Hebrew Bible. The Greek text of the apocryphal books of Baruch and First Esdras is
accompanied by a full Hebrew reconstruction, based on work by Zipporah Talshir
and Emanuel Tov.
Thus Hebrew and Aramaic searches in the domain of the Alignment will present
data regarding (a) the Hebrew and Greek text itself, (b) reconstructions of the
Hebrew text as reflected by the LXX, and (c) Sirach, Baruch and First Esdras.

1. The Structure of the Parallel Alignment
Stellenbosch 1986).

The books included in the Parallel Alignment are, in the following order:
Gen
Exo
Lev
Num
Deu
Jos

ge
ex
le
nu
de
js

Jdg
1Sa
2Sa
1Ki
2Ki
Isa
Jer
Eze
Hos
Joe
Amo
Oba
Jon
Mic
Nah
Hab
Zep
Hag
Zec
Mal

jj
s
ss
k
kk
is
je
ez
ho
jl
am
ob
jo
mi
na
ha
ze
hg
za
ma

Genesis
Exodus
Leviticus
Numbers
Deuteronomy
Joshua (main text; in some
chapters: B text; the A text =Jsa, ja)
Judges (B text; the A text = Jda, jj)
1 Samuel
2 Samuel
1 Kings
2 Kings
Isaiah
Jeremiah
Ezekiel
Hosea
Joel
Amos
Obadiah
Jonah
Micha
Nahum
Habakkuk
Zephaniah
Haggai
Zachariah
Malachi

Psa
Job
Pro

p
jb
pr

Psalms
Job
Proverbs

Rut
Sol
Ecc
Lam
Est

ru
ca
qo
la
es

Ruth
Songs (Canticles)
Ecclesiastes (Qoheleth)
Lamentations
Esther

Dan
Ezr

d
e

Daniel (the LXX text; Daniel-Theodotion = Dat, dd)
Ezra

Neh
1Ch
2Ch

ne
c
cc

Nehemiah
1 Chronicles
2 Chronicles

1Es
Sir
Sip
Bar
Dat
Jsa
Jda

ee
si

First Esdras
Sirach
Prologue Sirach
Baruch
Daniel-Theodotion
Joshua A text
Judges A text

ba
dd
ja
j

The abbreviations in the left column indicate the name by which they are presented
in this version of the Alignment. The second column contains the original
abbreviations, still used for internal reference. As in the Rahlfs edition, the text of
the books of Joshua, Judges, and Daniel is offered in two versions: Joshua B (main
text) and Joshua A (Jsa, partial text only); Judges B, Judges A (Jda); Daniel LXX
(Dan, main text) and Daniel-Theodotion (Dat).
As the Alignment presents the Hebrew and Greek equivalents side by side,
identification of correspondent terms is obvious:
Sample of the Greek-Hebrew alignment (Psa 8:2-7)
Psa 8:2.1

hw"†hy

ku,rie

Psa 8:2.2

Wny/nE©doa

o` ku,rioj h`mw/n

Psa 8:2.3

hm'(

w`j

Psa 8:2.4

ryDIŠa

qaumasto.n

Psa 8:2.5

^/m.vi‰

to. o;noma, sou

Psa 8:2.6

lk/'B

evn pa,sh|

Psa 8:2.7

#r<a/'_h'

th/| gh/|

Psa 8:2.8

rv<•a

o[ti

Psa 8:2.9

hn"•T

evph,rqh

Psa 8:2.10

^»/d>AhÖ

h` megalopre,peia, sou

Psa 8:2.11

l[;

u`pera,nw

Psa 8:2.12

~yIm")V'/h

tw/n ouvranw/n

Psa 8:3.1

yP/iómi

evk sto,matoj

Psa 8:3.2

~yliÕl.A[)

nhpi,wn

Psa 8:3.3

~yqin>yO/w>)

kai. qhlazo,ntwn

Psa 8:3.4

T'–d>S;yI

kathrti,sw

Psa 8:3.5

z[o•

ai=non

Psa 8:3.6

![;m/;”l.

e[neka

Psa 8:3.7 ^y/r<_r>Ac

tw/n evcqrw/n sou

Psa 8:3.8

tyBi”v.h/l.

tou/ katalu/sai

Psa 8:3.9

byE©Aa

evcqro.n

Psa 8:3.10

~QE)n:t.m/iW

kai. evkdikhth,n

(...)

(...)

Psa 8:5.1 hm'

ti, evstin

Psa 8:5.2 vAn_a

a;nqrwpoj

Psa 8:5.3 yKi

o[ti

Psa 8:5.4 WN/r<_K.z>ti

mimnh,|skh| auvtou

Psa 8:5.5 !b/,W

h' ui`o.j

Psa 8:5.6 ~d"a'Ö

avnqrw,pou

Psa 8:5.7 yKiŠ

o[ti

Psa 8:5.8 WN/d<(q.p.ti

evpiske,pth| auvto,n

Psa 8:6.1 `

WhrEŠS.x;T/.w:

hvla,ttwsaj auvto.n

Psa 8:6.2 j[;M.‰

bracu, ti

Psa 8:6.3 ~yhi_l{a//me

parV avgge,louj

Psa 8:6.4 dAb§k'/w>

do,xh|

Psa 8:6.5 rd"Œh'/w>

kai. timh/|

Psa 8:6.6 Wh/rE(J.[;T.

evstefa,nwsaj auvto,

Psa 8:7.1Wh/leyvim.T;‰

kai. kate,sthsaj auvto.n

Psa 8:7.2 yfeŠ[]m;B

evpi. ta. e;rga

Psa 8:7.3 ^y/d<_y"

tw/n ceirw/n sou

Psa 8:7.4 lKoÖ

pa,nta

Psa 8:7.5 hT'v;Š

u`pe,taxaj

Psa 8:7.6 tx;t

u`poka,tw

Psa 8:7.7 wy/l'(g>r

tw/n podw/n auvtou

In this format one easily recognizes in which way the translator rendered certain words. For
example, one notes the Greek equivalent qaumasto.n where MT has Hebrew
problematic Hebrew z[o•

ryda. For the slightly

T'–d>S;yI, the Greek equivalent suggests quite a different understanding,

since z[ is not taken as power, might or strength, but as praise:
Psa 8:3.4 T'–d>S;yI

kathrti,sw

Psa 8:3.5 z[o•

ai=non

By the same token one notes that the Greek verb, katartiv z w, means ‘adjusting,’ and
‘preparing,’ rather than simply ‘founding.’ The Greek term meaning ‘founding’
(qemelivzw) is used where MT has the Hebrew htnnwk (v. 4).

![;m/ ;”l,

mostly occurring in the meaning ‘in order that,’ is taken in the rare meaning

‘because of,’ ‘in view of,’ e[neka.
Of much interest for exegesis is the fact that in verse 6 (~yhi_l{a//me

j[;M.‰ Wh/rEŠS.x;T/.w:) , the

Greek puts man in comparison with the angels (parV avgge,louj), thus excluding the
possibility of / interpretation of as implying a small distance between man and God.
In the second place, the Alignment enables contextual searches, to assemble and view in
context all passages in which a certain Hebrew word is aligned with a certain Greek
equivalent. For instance, the rendering of ryda:
In Psalm 8 the rendering of

#r<a'_h'-lk'B. ^m.vi‰ ryDIŠa;-hm'(

as w`j qaumasto.n to. o;noma, sou evn

pa,sh| th/| gh/| is in line with other passages in which qaumastov`j is used to render ryda, e.g.,
Psa 93:4 [92:4], praising both God and the water as qaumasto,j:
Psa 93:4

~yBir: ~yIm:† tAlÕQ/omi

avpo. fwnw/n u`da,twn pollw/n

~y"+-yrEB.v.mi ~yrIŒyDIa;

qaumastoi. oi` metewrismoi. th/j qala,sshj

hw")hy> ~ArŒM'/B; ryDI_a;

qaumasto.j evn u`yhloi/j o` ku,rioj

In Psa 76:5 [75:5] the Greek interpretation involves the adverbial form,
Psa. 76:5

ryDIa; hT'”a; rAan"
@r<j'(-yrEr>h;/me(

fwti,zeij su. Qaumastw/j
avpo. ovvre,wn aivwni,wn

This interpretation is correlative with the rendering of

rAan"

as a finite, active verb,

fwti,zeij.
In Ps 16:3 [15:3]

yryda/w

is rendered by means of a verbal form, which fits the use of

forms of this lexeme as divine praise, and in this context as a divine act to the benefit of
the saints on this earth:

hM'he_ #r<a'/ŠB'-rv,a] ~yviAdq./li‰

toi/j a`gi,oij toi/j evn th/| gh/| auvtou/

~b'(-y/cip.x,-lK' yrEyDIa;//w>Ö

evqauma,stwsen pa,nta ta. qelh,mata auvtou/ evn auvtoi/j

The rendering of ryda as krataiovj as found in Psa 136:18 fits other uses of this lexeme:
Psa 136:18

~yrI+yDIa; ~ykiŠl'm. groh]Y:/w:‰´

kai. avpoktei,nanti basilei/j krataiou,j

In comparison one notes the cases where ryda is matched with other terms meaning ‘force’ or
‘power’ (Jud 5:13 (LXX B): , ~yrI§yDIa;//l. / toi/j ivscuroi/j)
On the other hand, the Alignment f/acilitates the analysis of the Greek equivalents, and
thus serves as a bi-directional concordance
Thus one may examine other uses of qaumasto,j, which may shed light on its use to
render

ryda. For instance, this adjective is often used to render arwn, or alpn (or other

derivatives of the root alp), e.g.,
1. arwn
Deu 28:58.13 ~V/eh;

ta

Deu 28:58.14 dB'ók.N/Ih;
Deu 28:58.15

Ôar"AN/h/;w>

to. o;noma
to. e;ntimon
kai. to. qaumasto.n

Deu 28:58.16 hZ/<‘h

tou/to

Psa 65:6.1 tAaÕr"An

qaumasto.j [64.5]

Psa 65:6.2 qd<c/,ŠB

evn dikaiosu,nh| [64.5]

Psa 65:6.3 /

evpa,kouson h`mw/n [64.6]

Wn/nE[]T;‰

Psa 65:6.4 yheŠl{a/

o` qeo.j [64.6]

Psa 65:6.5 Wn/

o` swth.r h`mw/n [64.6]

[e_v.yI

Psa 68:36.1 ar"”An_

qaumasto.j [67.36]

Psa 68:36.2 ~yhil{a/

o` qeo.j [67.36]

Psa 68:36.3 ^y/v,”D"–q.M/imi(

evn toi/j a`gi,oij auvtou [67.36]

2. alpn / alp
Deu 28:59.1 al'óp.h/iw>

kai. paradoxa,sei

Deu 28:59.2 ,

ku,rioj

Ôhw"hy>

Deu 28:59.3 ^/t.KoŒm;
Deu 28:59.4 tAKŒm;
Deu 28:59.5 ^/

ta,

ta.j plhga,j sou

ta/e_w

kai. ta.j plhga.j

[<+r>z:

tou/ spe,rmato,j sou

Deu 28:59.6 tAK†m

plhga.j

Deu 28:59.7 ÔtAldoG>

mega,laj

Deu 28:59.8 tAn‘m'a/n<Œ/w>

kai. qaumasta,j

Deu 28:59.9 ~yI•l'x/\w"

kai. no,souj

Deu 28:59.10 ~y[i_r"

ponhra.j

Deu 28:59.11 ~ynI)m'a/n/<w>

kai. pista.j

Psa 65:6.1 tAaÕr"An_

qaumasto.j [64.5]

Psa 65:6.2 qd<c/,ŠB

evn dikaiosu,nh| [64.5]

Psa 65:6.3 yheŠl{a/

evpa,kouson h`mw/n [64.6]

Wn/nE[]T;‰

Psa 65:6.4 yheŠl{a/

o` qeo.j [64.6]

Psa 65:6.5 Wn/

o` swth.r h`mw/n [64.6]

Psa 98:1.8 '

[e_v.yI

tAaŒl'p.nI

Psa 98:1.9 hf'_[

qaumasta. [97.1]
evpoi,hsen [97.1]

Psa 106:21.4 hf,_[o

tou/ poih,santoj | [105.21]

Psa 106:21.5 tAlŒdog>

mega,la [105.21]

Psa 106:21.6 ~yIr")c.m/iB.

evn Aivgu,ptw| [105.21]

Psa 106:22.1 tAal'p.nI‰

qaumasta. [105.22]

Psa 106:22.2 #r<a/,ŠB.

evn gh/| [105.22]

Psa 106:22.3 ~x'_

cam [105.22]

Psa 106:22.4 tAar"AnÖ

fobera [105.22]

Psa 106:22.5 l[;

evpi. [105.22]

Psa 106:22.6 )

qala,sshj [105.22]

~y:

Psa 106:22.7 @Ws)

evruqra/j [105.22]

Psa 118:23.5 ayhi_

kai. e;stin [117.23]

Psa 118:23.6 tal'Šp.nI

qaumasth. [117.23]

Psa 118:23.7 WnynE)y[eB.

evn ovfqalmoi/j h`mw/n [117.23]

Psa 119:129.3 tAa•l'P.

qaumasta. [118.129]

Psa 119:129.4 ^yt,_wOd>[e

ta. martu,ria, sou [118.129]

The fact that the alignment aims at giving the exact counter parts, can be very helpful in
searches, for instance, when one lexeme in the MT is matched by various different
lexemes in the LXX, e.g.
Deut. 28:59

^t.KoŒm;-ta, Ôhw"hy> al'óp.hiw

kai. paradoxa,sei ku,rioj ta.j plhga,j sou

(…)

(…)

tAn‘m'a/n<Œw> ÔtAldoG> tAK†m;

plhga.j mega,laj kai. qaumasta,j

~ynI)m'a/n<w> ~y[i_r" ~yI•l'x\w"

kai. no,souj ponhra.j kai. pista.j

In adddition, the Alignment also enables a number of morphological searches.
In the Hebrew column the Parallel Alignment uses slashes in order to separate pre- and
suffixes from the main word.
Gen 21:30.8 y/dI_Y"/mi

parV evmou/

Gen 23:13.17 y/NIM/,mi

parV evmou/

Gen 24:25.8 Wn/M'_[i

parV h`mi/n

This notation is most clearly viewed in the original ASCII text of the Alignment, e.g.,
Gen 21:30.8 M/YD/Y

PAR' E)MOU=

Gen 23:13.17 M/MN/Y

PAR' E)MOU=

Gen 24:25.8 (M/NW

PAR' H(MI=N

Thus the user is able to look for, e.g., the equivalent of the second person suffix /K, by
asking for >>/K< followed by >space/tab<<
Rut 4:8.5 %l"+-

seautw/|

Rut 4:11.15 ^t,yBe-

to.n oi=ko,n sou

Rut 4:12.2

^t.ybe(

o` oi=ko,j sou

Rut 4:12.14 ^l

soi

Rut 4:14.10 %l"±

soi

Rut 4:15.2 %l'

soi

Rut 4:15.6 %tE+b'yfe-ta,

th.n polia,n sou

Rut 4:15.8 %tE†L'k;

h` nu,mfh sou

Rut 4:15.10 %t,b;Õhea

avgaph,sasa, se

Rut 4:15.15 %l'

soi

Another search would involve the preposition K/ (space + K/):2
Rut 1:4.13 rf,[ /,”K

w`j de,ka

Rut 1:8.14 rv<™a/]K;

kaqw.j

Rut 2:13.18 ^y/t,(xop.vi

tx;_a/;K.

w`j mi,a tw/n paidiskw/n sou

Rut 2:17.9 hp'”ya/eK.

w`j oifi

Rut 3:6.4 lk/o•K.

kata. pa,nta

Rut 4:11.16

lxeór/"K.

w`j Rachl

Rut 4:11.17

ha'lek/.W

kai. w`j Leian

One could also investigate the way in which the translator uses a particle, e.g., the
proposition para,:
Gen 13:18.5 arE_m.m;

ynE•l{a/eB.

para. th.n dru/n th.n Mambrh

Gen 18:14.2 hw"§hy/>me

para. tw/| qew/|

Gen 19:1.8 r[;v/;(B.

para. th.n pu,lhn

Gen 19:24.9 hw"§hy>
2

ta/e”m

para. kuri,ou.

Note that the space is necessary to make sure that K/ is forming a separate entry.
If there is no space, it could be the last graph of another entry. The same holds true for
>> B/<<, >> L/<< etc. On the other hand, if the suffix >>/K << is meant, one should
enter the space, otherwise the program will also search for >>/KM<<, >>/KN<<, and
even >>/KY <<.

Gen 22:17.11 ~Y"+/h;

tp;Šf.-l[;

para. to. cei/loj th/j qala,sshj

Gen 23:20.9 txe(-ynEB.

tae_/me

para. tw/n ui`w/n Cet

Gen 24:11.5 ~yIM/"+h;

raEŒB.-la,

para. to. fre,ar tou/ u[datoj

hw"§hy/>me

Gen 24:50.5

para. kuri,ou

Thus the Parallel Alignment has much more to offer than an ordinary concordance. For
fully developed morphological searches, one may couple the Alignment to the WTM
text or the Greek morphology, e.g., BLM.
An additional element in the Alignment is provided by various text-critical and
translation-technical notations.
But before we can continue outlining these aspects, we have to deal with some
technicalities.
2. On Hebrew and Aramaic Notations.
As already stated in the opening of this manual, the basis for our notation is the
lexeme, which is the main word on most lines. Suffixes, affixes and prefixed
prepositions in the Hebrew are separated from the main word by means of a slash
(/).
a. Aramaic
Stretches in Aramaic are indicated by the notation ,,a following the vocables in the MT
column, e.g.,
Ezr 4:11.1 ;

hn"D

au[th

,,a

Ezr 4:11.2 !g<v<Œr>P;,,a
Ezr 4:11.3

a/T'r>G:ai

Ezr 4:11.4 yDIÉ ,,a

h` diatagh.
,,a

th/j evpistolh/j
h-j

Ezr 4:11.5 Wxl;Šv .,,a

avpe,steilan

Ezr 4:11.6 yhiA/l[] ,,a

pro.j auvto,n

Ezr 4:11.7 l[;,,a

pro.j

Ezr 4:11.8 aT.f.v;_x.T;r>a; ,,a

arqasasqa

Ezr 4:11.9 a/K'_l.m ,,a

basile,a

b. Prefixed Elements
Prepositions that are prefixed to the main word, e.g., b, l, k, m, are separated from the
main word by a slash, e.g. , in the ASCII notation (B/, L/, K/, M/),
Gen 34:15.2 B/Z)T

E)N TOU/TW|

Gen 34:15.3 N)WT

O(MOIWQHSO/MEQA

Gen 34:15.4 L/KM

U(MI=N

Or in the Bible Works text:
Gen 34:15.2 taz/OˆB

evn tou,tw|

Gen 34:15.3 tAaŒnE

o`moiwqhso,meqa

Gen 34:15.4 ~k/,_l'

u`mi/n

On the other hand, separate prepositions are considered as main words, e.g.,la, lca,

d[b, wmk (alternating with mk), !m, l[
Exo 15:11.1

ymi(

as are prefixable prepositions with suffix, e.g.,
ti,j

Exo 15:11.2 hk'/mo†k'

o[moio,j soi

Exo 15:11.3 ~lia/eB'

evn qeoi/j

Jdg 5:28.7 d[;ŠB.

evkto.j/

Jdg 5:28.8 bn"+v.a/,h'´

tou/ toxikou/

Gen 34:20.5 la,

pro.j

Gen 34:20.6 r[;v;Š

th.n pu,lhn

Gen 34:20.7 ~/r"_y[i

th/j po,lewj auvtw/n

Lev 19:18.8 T'”b.h;a/'(w>

kai. avgaph,seij

Lev 19:18.9 ^§[]rE/l.

to.n plhsi,on sou

Lev 19:18.10 ^/Am+K'

w`j seauto,n

c. Affixed Elements
Affixed elements include possessive and object suffixes, including wm/ (in ASCII /MW),
etc., as well as the He locale, e.g.,
Gen 18:6.1 rhE™m;y/>w:

kai. e;speusen

Gen 18:6.2 ~h'_r"b.a;

Abraam

Gen 18:6.3 h/l'h/ao/§h'

evpi. th.n skhnh.n

Exo 15:9.9 qyrIŒa'

avnelw/

Exo 15:9.10 y/Bir>x;

th/| macai,rh| mou

Exo 15:9.11 Am/ve_yrIAT

kurieu,sei

Exo 15:9.12 y/dI(y"

h` cei,r mou

In plural forms with suffix, the slash, in spite of the grammar, precedes the Y of the
plural form, in order to facilitate searches, e.g., in ASCII, PN/YK, BN/YK,
L/NP$T/YKM (^y/np, ^y/nb, ~ky/tvpn/l). The same format is used for the prepositions

la and l[ with suffix, once again in spite of the grammar: in ASCII )L/YK, (L/YK,
M/(L/Y (^y/la, ^y/l[,y/l[/m )Also note )XR/YW (wy/rxa)
If the Y belongs to the basic form of the noun in the singular, it stands before the slash,
)BY/K, )XY/K, PY/K ($/yba, $/yxa, w/yp). But the suffix of the 1st per. sing. follows the
slash: )B/Y, )X/Y, P/Y (y/ba, y/xa, y/p). In the plural form, the Y comes after the slash,
W/)X/YK ($y/xa/w)
Gen 37:12.2 wy/x'_a,

oi` avdelfoi. auvtou/

Gen 31:37.13 y/x;_a;

tw/n avdelfw/n mou

Gen 31:37.14 ^y/x,_a/;w>

kai. tw/n avdelfw/n sou

But: )XY/W (w/yxi_a') equals to.n avdelfo.n auvtou/ (Gen 37:19.4).
Note: !m with the suffix of the third person singular (‘from him’) equals w/nm/m, but with
the first person plural (‘from us’) =wn/m/m.
3. Numbering.
In many cases the verse numbering of the LXX differs from that in the MT. The most
simple case is that in the Greek book of Psalms, in which the numbering of the chapters
differs from that of MT from Ps 9: on. In this case the verse number itself relates to the
MT, whereas the number according to the LXX is brought within single brackets, e.g.,
[9.22], indicating LXX chapter 9:22.

Psa 10:1.1 hm/'Šl'

i[na ti, [9.22]

Psa 10:1.2 hw"hy>‰

ku,rie [9.22]

Psa 10:1.3 dmoŒ[]T;

avfe,sthkaj [9.22]

Psa 10:1.4 qAx+r/"B.

makro,qen [9.22]

Psa 10:1.5 ~yli[.T;Ö

u`perora/|j [9.22]

Psa 10:1.6 tAT•[/il.

evn euvkairi,aij [9.22]

Psa 10:1.7 hr"´C'/B;

evn qli,yei [9.22]

And similarly:
Psa 11:1.1.

x:Cen:m. /l;

eivj to. te,loj [10.1]

Psa 11:1.2 dwI•d"–/l.

yalmo.j tw/| Dauid [10.1]

Psa 147:11.4 ~yli”x]y:m/.h;(,

toi/j evlpi,zousin [146.1]

Psa 147:11.5 A/D*s.x/;l.

evpi. to. e;leoj auvtou

Psa 147:12.4 yxiŠB.v;

evpai,nei [147.1]

Psa 147:12.5 ~il;v'Wry>‰

Ierousalhm [147.1]

Psa 147:12.6 hw"+hy>-ta,

to.n ku,rion [147.1]

Psa 147:20.1.

al{Ç

ouvk [147.9]

Psa 147:20.2

hf'['ó

evpoi,hsen [147.9]

Psa 147:20.3 !keÕ

ou[twj [147.9]

Psa 147:20.4 lk'/l.

panti. [147.9]

Psa 147:20.5 yAG

e;qnei [147.9]

The same system is used in the book of Jeremiah, in which the order of the chapters in
the LXX greatly differs from that in the MT. Here too the number of the verse in the LXX
(according to the Rahlfs edition)3 is given between brackets, [ ]:
Jer 25:13.14 rv,a]

o[sa [32.13]

Jer 25:13.15 aB'”nI

evprofh,teusen [32.13]

Jer 25:13.16 Why"§m.r>yI

ieremiaj [32.13]

Jer 25:13.17 l[;

evpi. [32.13]

Jer 25:13.18 lK'

pa,nta [32.13]

Jer 25:13.19 ~yI)AGh;

ta. e;qnh [32.13]

Jer 46:2.1 ~yIr:c.mil.

th/| Aivgu,ptw| [26.2]

Jer 46:2.2 lyxeÕ-

evpi. [26.2]

Jer 46:2.3 lyxeÕ-

du,namin [26.2]

Jer 46:2.4 h[o†r>P;

faraw [26.2]

Jer 46:2.5

Akn>

necaw [26.2]

Jer 46:2.6 %l,m,Š

basile,wj [26.2]

Jer 46:2.7 ~yIr:c.mi

aivgu,ptou [26.2]

This is the way the Parallel Alignment deals with most order problems involving verses,
unless the stretches are nearby.

3

It is to be noted that the numbering according to the Goettingen edition may differ
from that used by Rahlfs.

If the text of the Greek relates to a Hebrew text found elsewhere, the relevant MT
number is given between double brackets [[ ]], e.g.,
1Ki 4:19.18 {...}

iwsafat [[17]]

1Ki 4:19.19 {...}

ui`o.j [[17]]

1Ki 4:19.20 {...}

fouasoud [[17]]

1Ki 4:19.21 {...}

evn issacar [[17]]

This notation means that the text which in the Greek follows that of verse 19 in 1 Kings
4, occurs in the MT in the same chapter, in v. 17:
1Ki 4:17.1 jp'v'Ahy>

iwsafat [19]

1Ki 4:17.2 !B,

ui`o.j [19]

1Ki 4:17.3

Fouasoud [19]

x:WrP'

1Ki 4:17.4 Rk")Xf'yI/B.

evn issacar [19]

The added verses are indicated by their numbers in Rahlfs, e.g., 1 Kings 2:46, subverse f:
1Ki 5:4.10 lk/'B

evn pa/sin [2.46f]

1Ki 5:4.11 yke_l.m;

toi/j basileu/sin [2.46f]

1Ki 5:4.12 rb,[eŠ

pe,ran [2.46f]

1Ki 5:4.13 rh"+N"/h;

tou/ potamou/ [2.46f]

In the passage itself the added subverse of the Greek is indicated at the end of the verse,
between curly brackets, and with the marking v, e.g., {vf}. As we shall explain below, the
marking --+ ‘’ indicates a long plus of the LXX at the present place:

1Ki 2:46.79 --+ '' =;yKi <5.4%>

o[ti {vf}

1Ki 2:46.80 --+ '' =;aWhœ<5.4%>

h=n {vf}

1Ki 2:46.81 --+ '' =;hd<Šro {.../b} <5.4%>

a;rcwn {vf}

1Ki 2:46.82 --+ '' =;lk/'B. <5.4%>

evn panti. {vf}

1Ki 2:46.83 --+ '' =;rb,[eŠ <5.4%>

pe,ran {vf}

1Ki 2:46.84 --+ '' =;rh'N"/h; <5.4%>

tou/ potamou/ {vf}

1Ki 2:46.85 --+ '' =;Ôxs;p.T/imi =xypr/m

avpo. rafi {vf} [[5.4]]

1Ki 2:46.86 --+ '' =d[/;w>

e[wj {vf} [[5.4]]

1Ki 2:46.87 --+ '' =hZ"‘[;-

ga,zhj.(g {vf} [[5.4]]

1Ki 2:46.88 --+ '' =lk/'B

evn pa/sin {vf} [[5.4]]

1Ki 2:46.89 --+ '' =yke_l.m;

toi/j basileu/sin {vf} [[5.4]]

1Ki 2:46.90 --+ '' =rb,[eŠ

pe,ran {vf} [[5.4]]

1Ki 2:46.91 --+ '' =rh"+N/"h;

tou/ potamou/ {vf} [[5.4]]

The indication [[5.4]] means that the corresponding MT sequence is found in 1 Kings
5:4.4
4. Notation Problems
a. Split notation and other Problems in the Presentation of the Text
The basic problem in presenting the Hebrew and Greek text in a linear sequence, is
difference in word order. In some cases these differences relate to the Hebrew source
text. Such changes in order will be dealt with below. First of all we have to present the
This indication is in its place, since the phrase marked by this symbol is not
extant in the LXX at 5.4 In contrast, the phrase marked In the Hebrew column by the
4

many cases that relate to linguistic differences between the languages or to differences in
stylistic preferences. In such cases the Alignment has to assign the equivalents a special
status, so that the equivalence is made clear, while preserving the word order of Hebrew
and Greek.
1. Split Notation {...} / {...xxx}
In the Alignment this aim is reached by means of split representation, indicated by curly
brackets and three dots {…}, or with the Greek (or Hebrew) term inserted, {…xxx}.
One of the prime examples of this notation relates to the Greek conjunction ga,r, ‘since,
for.’ As this particle always follows the first word of the clause in which it occurs (it
stands in second position), it does not tally with its Hebrew counterpart yk since this
particle typically occurs in first position (the opening of the clause). In the following
case the solution is provided by split notation:

Isa 1:20.6 {...}

to.

Isa 1:20.7 yKi_

ga.r

Isa 1:20.9 yPi”

{...to.} sto,ma

Isa 1:20.10 hw"§hy>

kuri,ou

Isa 1:20.11 rBE)DI

evla,lhsen

In to. ga.r sto,ma kuri,ou, ga.r is found between the article to. and the noun sto,ma. Hence the
article has to be given first, but without any Hebrew equivalent. Its match on the line is
{...}. The article is followed by ga.r, on one line with its counterpart yk, and finally by the
noun sto,ma, which equals yp. The article, used in the Greek to indicate the determination,
has now to be mentioned again. Such repeated mention is made possible by curly
indication <5.4%>, for which see below ,is represented at LXX 5.4.

brackets, surrounding the word at hand: {... to.} sto,ma.
Another frequent use of this notation is found in relative clauses. In Hebrew syntax, the
relative particle

rva does not indicate any syntactic relationship to the predicate of the

relative clause. Hence any syntactic marking has to be performed by additional
elements, mostly adverbs and particles with pronominal suffixes. In the Greek, on the
other hand, these markings are indicated by means of the relative pronoun. In order to
coordinate two constructions that are so different each from another, the split notation is
there to help out:
Gen 3:23.6 dbo[/]l;(
Gen 3:23.7 hm'd"a/]h'Š

evrga,zesqai

ta,

th.n gh/n

Gen 3:23.8 rv<•a] {...~V/'(m}i

evx h-j

Gen 3:23.9 xQ:§lu

evlh,mfqh

Gen 3:23.10 ~V/'(mi

{...}

In the Hebrew relative clause ~V/'(mi occurs in final position, a position which does not
match the Greek in which the ~V'(mi

rv<•a]

construction is expressed by the relative evx h-j.

Accordingly, on its own line ~V/'(mi is/ matched by {...}. It is repeated on the rv<•a line,
within curly brackets, {...~V/'(mi}, so as to provide the equivalent of Greek evx h-j.
This construction is also used when the Greek text looks like a combined rendering of a
number of different words that cannot be placed on one line. For instance, in the
genealogical notes, hnv occurs repeatedly within the same noun phrase:
Gen 9:29.1 ÔWyh.YI)w:

kai. evge,nonto

Gen 9:29.2 lK'

pa/sai

Gen 9:29.3 ymey>

ai` h`me,rai

Gen 9:29.4 x:nO‘

nwe

Gen 9:29.5 tAame
Gen 9:29.6 :

[v;óT.

{...}

hn"‘v'

Gen 9:29.7 {...tAame

{...}

[v;óT.} ~yVi_mix]w:

Gen 9:29.8 {...hn"‘v'} hn"+v'

evnnako,sia penth,konta
e;th

In this verse the number of years, 950, is broken up into two units, in accordance with
the style that is particular to these lists:

~yVi_mix]w,

with the recurrent index

hn"+v'.

ÔtAame [v;óT., indexed by hn"‘v', and followed by
In the Greek, however,the sequence is quite

straightforward, evnnako,sia penth,konta e;th, with one complex of numbers and one index
e;th. In the Hebrew column of the Alignment both elements are united by means of the
curly brackets: {...tAame

[v;óT.} ~yVi_mix]w, on one line with evnnako,sia

index e;th is matched with {...hn"‘v'} hn"+v'. Of course, the numeral

hn"‘v'

penth,konta. The single

ÔtAamÊ[v;óT and its index

are also noted on lines of their own, both matched by the {...} mark.
2. {..^xxx} Stylistic/linguistic differences in word order.

The curly brackets are also useful when the Greek translator follows the order of the
Greek, and disregards, for linguistic reasons, a different word order in the Hebrew. The
prime example is once again the conjunction ga.r which, as we have already seen, always
occurs in second position, whereas its Hebrew equivalent mostly is found in first
position (the opening of the clause). Is such cases the curly brackets include a sign ^, to
indicate the change in word order. For instance, in the blessing of Isaac:
Gen 26:3.7 yKi

{..^ga.r}

Gen 26:3.8 ^Œl.

soi.

Gen 26:3.9 {...}

ga.r

Gen 26:3.10 ^[]r>z:l.W*

kai. tw/| spe,rmati, sou

Gen 26:3.11 !Tea,

dw,sw

Gen 26:3.12 lK'

ta,

pa/san

Gen 26:3.13 tcoŒr"a]h'(-

th.n gh/n

Gen 26:3.14 laeh'

tau,thn

In order that yk will be on one line with its equivalent ga.r, the latter is repeated with the
indication of the change in word order, as {..^ga.r}. The conjunction itself remains in its
proper place in the Greek column, matched by {...}.
If the problem of word order occur relates to two adjacent words that are semantically
connected, the way to deal with it is by use of a single sign ^ within the line (on the
Greek side):
Gen 29:15.1 W

rm,aYO_w:

Gen 29:15.2 !b'l'

ei=pen ^ de.
laban

3. {..d } Double Duty.5
The curly brackets are also very helpful when the Greek translator uses one pronoun in,
e.g., the genitive to render a series of suffixes in the Hebrew, in particular when they
occur in a series of nouns coordinated by the copula:

5

In the original formulation of the introduction to the Alignment the term ‘Distributive
Rendering’ was used.

Gen 28:7.1 [m;Šv.Y/Iw:

kai. h;kousen

Gen 28:7.2 bqo[]y:

Iakwb

Gen 28:7.3 w/ybi_a'-la,

tou/ patro.j {..dauvtou/}

Gen 28:7.4 AM=ai-la/,w>

kai. th/j mhtro.j auvtou

Since one hardly could doubt that the single pronoun auvtou/ renders both suffixes the
rendering is also mentioned on the line where it is not represented in the Greek. Here it
is marked as doing double duty by the notation {..d...}. This notation is also used in
verbal sequences, e.g.,
Gen 29:13.12 :

qV,n:y/>w

evfi,lhsen

Gen 29:13.13 A/l

{..dauvto.n}

Gen 29:13.14 Wh/ae_ybiy/>w:

kai. eivsh,gagen auvto.n

Gen 29:13.15 la,

eivj

Gen 29:13.16 A/t=yBe

eivj to.n oi=kon auvtou/

A similar solution is used when the Hebrew uses a preposition twice for a couple of
nouns, whereas the Greek only has a single occurrence, e.g.,
Joe 1:11.5 l[;

u`pe.r

Joe 1:11.6 hJ'_xi

purou/

Joe 1:11.7 l[;//w>

kai. {..du`pe.r}

Joe 1:11.8 hr"_[of.

kriqh/j

The second occurrence of Hebrew l[ is matched by the Greek {..du`pe.r}, since the single

occurrence is assumed to do double duty.
This notation can also be used in a series of repetitive construct states, e.g.,
Exo 3:22.5 yleK.

skeu,h

Exo 3:22.6 @s,k,_-

avrgura/

Exo 3:22.7 yle”k/.W

kai. {..dskeu,h}

Exo 3:22.8 bh'_z"

crusa/

This notation is only used in the Greek column.
4. {..r } Repetitive Rendering.
The opposite phenomenon also occurs: the translator renders a word twice, even though
in the Hebrew it occurs only once, e.g.,
Gen 45:6.12 !yae

ouvk e;stai

Gen 45:6.13 vyrI§x'

avrotri,asij

Gen 45:6.14 ryCi(q'/w> {..r!yae}

ouvde. a;mhtoj

The Greek repeats the negation particle. Even though the Hebrew source may have used
the construction

ryCi(q' !yae/w> vyrI§x' !yae, the present notation is preferred since in Hebrew

the repetition of the negative element in coordinated phrases is optional, whereas in the
Greek it is a rule of syntax. Hence this constellation occurs frequently, e.g.,
Eze 17:9.17 al/{)w>

kai. ouvk

Eze 17:9.18 [:ro†z/>bi

evn braci,oni

Eze 17:9.19 hl'AdG>

mega,lw|

Eze 17:9.20 ~[/;b/.W {..r/al}

ouvdV evn law/|

Eze 17:9.21 br"

pollw/|

This construction can also apply to other common words, e.g., lK':
2Ki 22:13.5 d[;b/.W

kai. Peri.

2Ki 22:13.6 {..rlK'}

panto.j

2Ki 22:13.7 ~['h'

tou/ laou/

2Ki 22:13.8 d[;b/.W

kai. peri.

2Ki 22:13.9 lK'

panto.j

2Ki 22:13.10 hd"Why>

tou/ Iouda

5. {..p } Prepositions in the Greek.
Generally speaking the Hebrew of the MT can be very sparing in its use of prepositions,
whereas the LXX uses many of them. Hence when the LXX has a preposition where the
MT does not present a preposition or its equivalent (such as he locale), special notation is
called for, on the basis of the assumption that the translator, rather than the Hebrew
source text, bears responsibility for the preposition, e.g.,
Gen 27:3.7 Ôac/ew>

kai. e;xelqe

Gen 27:3.8 {...}

eivj

Gen 27:3.9 hd<F/'h;

{..peivj } to. pedi,on

The translator supplies a preposition which is required by his standards of Greek, but
not by the rules of Hebrew syntax. Thus there is hardly reason to assume that the

Hebrew source text read, e.g.,

hdf / h la.

Accordingly, the Greek preposition is

presented on a line of its own, matched by {…}, and is repeated on the line of the
Hebrew main word together with the Greek equivalent of the latter. On the latter line
the preposition is marked by the notation {..p.
At times the Greek introduces prepositions to deal with idiomatic expressions of the
Hebrew:
Gen 29:14.5 {...}

evk

Gen 29:14.6 y/mi”c.[;

{..pevk} tw/n ovstw/n mou

Gen 29:14.7 {...}

kai.

Gen 29:14.8 {...}

evk

Gen 29:14.9 y/rI§f'b/.W

{...kai.} {..pevk} th/j sarko,j mou

Gen 29:14.10 hT'a'_

ei= su,

b. ^^^ Differences in Word Order
1. One line .
The easiest case of differences in word order occurs when the Greek ordering differs
from that of the various elements in a given vocable in the Hebrew. If the problem
pertains to prefixed or affixed items, such as the conunct waw or the suffixed pronoun,
the alignment uses notation within the line, by means of the sign ^,6 e.g.,
Gen 3:5.9 (

Wx§q.p/.nIw>

dianoicqh,sontai

Gen 3:5.10 ~k,_y/nEy[e(

u`mw/n ^ oi` ovfqalmoi

Gen 3:17.1 ~d"Ša/'l/.W

tw/| ^ de. adam

6

Retrievable as space^space.

Gen 3:17.2 rm;a'

ei=pen

2. Two Consecutive Lines
If the differences in word order relate to two consecutive lexemes, the notation by the ^
sign relates to two lines, which both contain a reconstruction of the word reflected by
the Greek,
e.g.,
Gen 47:23.5 ¥!he

ivdou

Gen 47:23.6 ytiynIÒq'

ke,kthmai

Gen 47:23.7 ~k/,”t.a,

u`ma/j

Gen 47:23.8 >

kai. th.n gh/n u`mw/n

~AY/¡h ^ =~k/,_t.m;d>a;-ta/,w

Gen 47:23.9 ^ ~k/,_t.m;d>a;-ta/,w =~AY/¡h sh,meron
Gen 47:23.10 h[o+r>p/;l.

tw/| Faraw

The differences in word order relate to

~k/,_t.m;d>a;-ta/,w> ~AY/¡h; ~k/,”t.a,, rendered in the

LXX as u`ma/j kai. th.n gh/n u`mw/n sh,meron. The differences are indicated by means of the ^
sign which follows the first term of the pair, in the Hebrew,
second member^

~AY/¡h ^, and preceed its

~k/,_t.m;d>a;-ta/,w The reconstruction indicates the word order of the

possible Hebrew source text. Thus, the Hebrew source text could have read:

~wyh ~ktmdaÊtaw ~ktaÊytynq
This text could represent (a) the primary text (that is, the Hebrew parent text), or (b)
Hebrew revision of the primary text (in which case the MT would be primary).
On the other hand, the Greek translator may have preferred to remove the slight
awkwardness of the word order in the Hebrew, in which the elements of the compound
object ~ktmda

taw ~kta are being separated by the adverb ~wyh

The decision between these possibilities is left to the reader. In any case, however, the

different word order could not be described as a result of Greek linguistic constraints.
Needless to say that such reconstructions are considered plausible, rather than certain.
3. More than two lines.
If the differences in word order relate to more than two lexemes, notation by the simple
^ sign is not feasible any more. Thus the single ^ sign is complemented by ^^^. Each
line involved must contain both ^ and ^^^, e.g.,
Gen 50:12.1 Wf•[]Y/:w

kai. evpoi,hsan

Gen 50:12.2 wy/n"§b' ^

^^^

Gen 50:12.3 A/l+

auvtw/|

Gen 50:12.4 !KE§

ou[twj

Gen 50:12.5 ^ ^^^ =wy/n"§b' <sp>

oi` ui`oi. auvtou/

The word involved in the differences of sequence is wy/n"§b', which in the Hebrew follows
the predicate, and thus occurs in second position, whereas in the Greek its counterpart
stands in final position.
Thus the word wy/n"§b' is marked by the ^ sign. On the Greek side it is matched by ^^^, to
indicate that the Greek represents it at a different place, namely as oi` ui`oi. auvtou/ in final
position
The counterpart of the latter phrase in the Hebrew column is marked by two notations:
(a) the difference in word order is indicated by a single ^ followed by ^^^, which shows
that the Hebrew vocable occurs elsewhere, and then followed by a reference to the
Hebrew vocable that tallies with the Greek, as =wy/n"§b' (in ASCII notation: =BN/YW). In
the case at hand, the <sp> notation refers to a similar word order in the Samaritan
Pentateuch (see below).
Thus the ^^^ sign can stand (a) on the Greek side, matching the Hebrew element which
in the Greek is reflected elsewhere or

(b) on the Hebrew side, on the place where the LXX presents the correspondent term
(with a reconstruction in the Hebrew column).
The ^ sign stands on the Hebrew side, (a) to mark the vocable involved in the different
word order, (b) to mark the reference to it on the spot where the LXX presents its
equivalent.
In many cases whole word groups, phrases or even clauses are found at different
places in the Hebrew and the Greek. In this case consecutive lines are treated in the same
way as the single line of the previous example, e.g.,
Lev 13:49.1 ;

hy"Òh/'w>

kai. ge,nhtai

Lev 13:49.2 [g:N/<Öh;

h` a`fh.

Lev 13:49.3 qr:Šq.r:y>

clwri,zousa

Lev 13:49.4 ]

h'

AaŒ

Lev 13:49.5 ~D"m.d:a]

purri,zousa

Lev 13:49.6 ^^^ ^ =rA[/b'

evn tw/| de,rmati

Lev 13:49.7 ^^^ ^ =Aa

h'

Lev 13:49.8 dg<B/,B;

evn tw/| i`mati,w|

Lev 13:49.9 ^ AaÕ

^^^

Lev 13:49.10 ^ rA[/b'

^^^

The Hebrew has the noun group rA[¿b'

AaÕ ¥dg<B,B;

(1 - in the cloth, 2- or ,3 - the skin) ,

whereas the Greek has the inverse order: 3 - the skin, 2- or, 1- 1 - in the cloth, which may
reflect the Hebrew dgbb

wa rw[b

In our notation dg<B/,B ;is left untouched, whereas the elements of the Hebrew stretch

rA[¿b' AaÕ

are preceded by the ^ sign;7 on the Greek side they are matched by ^^^,

referring to another place in the text.
On the place where the LXX has the proper equivalent for rw[b and for wa, the MT side is
marked by ^^^ and ^, followed by a reference to the Hebrew , =rA[/b', =Aa .
An example for a longer sequence:
Lev 26:6.1 ^^^ ^ =br<x/,_w>

kai. po,lemoj

Lev 26:6.2 ^^^ ^ =al{

ou

Lev 26:6.3 ^^^ ^ =rbo_[]t;

dieleu,setai

Lev 26:6.4 ^^^ ^ =~k/,(c.r>a; /B.

dia. th/j gh/j u`mw/n

Lev 26:6.5 yTiót;n"w>

kai. dw,sw

Lev 26:6.6 ~Alv'

eivrh,nhn

Lev 26:6.7 #r<a'B'

evn th/| gh/| u`mw/n

(...)

(...)

Lev 26:6.12

yTiB;v.hiw

kai. avpolw/

Lev 26:6.13 hY"†x;

qhri,a

Lev 26:6.14 h['r"

Ponhra.

Lev 26:6.15 !mi

evk

Lev 26:6.16 #r<a'h'

th/j gh/j u`mw/n

Lev 26:6.17 ^ br<x,_w

^^^

Lev 26:6.18 ^ al{

^^^

Lev 26:6.19 ^ rbo_[]t;

^^^

Lev 26:6.20 ^ ~k,(c.r>a;B.

^^^

7

Often the ^ sign follows the Hebrew vocable, e.g., Exo 20:13.

4. Differences in Verse Order.
In cases of differences in verse order the Alignment often uses split notation, e.g., in 1
Kings 4:19 (for which see ch. 3 above):
1Ki 4:19.18 {...}

iwsafat [[17]]

1Ki 4:19.19 {...}

ui`o.j [[17]]

1Ki 4:19.20 {...}

Fouasoud [[17]]

1Ki 4:19.21 {...}

evn issacar [[17]]

In addition, two other ways of notation are possible:
1. The differences in word order are marked by the common notation, e.g.,
Exo 20:13.1 al{_§ {_§ ^

^^^

Exo 20:13.2 xc"§

^^^

r>Ti‹ ^

Exo 20:14.1 al

ouv [13]

Exo 20:14.2 @a"+(n>Ti‹

moiceu,seij [13]

Exo 20:15.1 al{¾§

ouv [14]

Exo 20:15.2 bnO‘*g>Ti

kle,yeij [14]

Exo 20:15.3 ^ ^^^=al{

ouv

Exo 20:15.4 ^ ^^^=xcrt

foneu,seij

Note that the verse number of ouv foneu,seij is not different of that of the MT, since it is
represented as an addition to 20:15 (of which the first half is numbered as v. 14 in the
LXX).
2. The differences in word order are marked by the common notation, together with
indication of the verse number in the Greek:

Gen 31:44.17 ^ ^^^ =haer> <31.50>

ivde.

Gen 31:44.18 ^ ^^^ =~yhi”l{a/

o` qeo.j [[50]]

Gen 31:44.19 ^ ^^^ =d[e_

ma,rtuj [[50]]

Gen 31:44.20 ^ ^^^ =ynI•yBe

avna. me,son evmou [[50]]

Gen 31:44.21 ^ ^^^ =^n<)ybeW

kai. {..davna. me,son} sou/ [[50]]

Thus the Greek plus forms the counterpart of v. 50 in the MT.
Gen 31:50.4 ~a/iw>

eiv

Gen 31:50.5 xQ:†Ti

lh,myh|

Gen 31:50.6 ~yvin"

gunai/kaj

Gen 31:50.7 l[;

evpi.

Gen 31:50.8 yt/;nOB.

tai/j qugatra,sin mou

Gen 31:50.9 ^^^ ^ =
Gen 31:50.10 vyai_

haer>

!yae”

o[ra
ouvqei.j {... evstin }

Gen 31:50.11 Wn/M'_[i

meqV h`mw/n

Gen 31:50.12 {...}

evstin

Gen 31:50.13 haer> ^

^^^

Gen 31:50.14 ~yhi”l{a/ ^

^^^ [44]

Gen 31:50.15 d[e_ ^

^^^ [44]

Gen 31:50.16 y/nI•yBe ^

^^^ [44]

Gen 31:50.17 ^/n<)yb/eW ^

^^^ [44]

At v. 50, therefore, the Greek column refers back to v. 44, where the Greek rendering of
this verse is found.8
c. Lack of Representation in the Greek: Minus, --In many cases the MT includes words (at least one lexeme or dictionary word),9 phrases,
clauses, verses and sometimes even entire stretches of verses, that are not represented in
the LXX. Such textual units, which must comprise at least one lexeme (but not a
preposition) constitute a ‘minus’ of the LXX vis-à-vis the MT (or better maybe, lack of
representation vis-à-vis the MT). These cases are indicated by three dashes in the Greek
column, ---, e.g.,10
Gen 2:14.1 ~v/eÕw>

kai. ---

Gen 2:14.2 rh"†N/"h;

o` potamo.j

Gen 2:14.3 ÔyviyliV/.h;

o` tri,toj

Gen 2:14.4 lq,D<xi

ti,grij

In this case, the Greek does not state that ‘the name of the third river is Hiddekel,’ but
that ‘the third river is Hiddekel.’ The latter pattern fits the introduction of the fourth
river, the Euphrates, whereas the former pattern fits the first two rivers. The shorter
reading implied by the LXX, may. then, faithfully represent a variant Hebrew text,
which did not include ~v, but rather read lqdx

yvylv/h rhn/h/w

As a matter of fact, then, in v. 14 both readings are equally possible. It is impossible to
But the reference to hae¤r> is not treated this way, since the Greek counterpart is
found in v. 50 itself, apart from the rendering at v. 44.
9
Cases in which the Greek renders the main word, but not preposition, affixes and
suffixes connected with it, do not warrant notation as minus, since these phenomena are
mostly a matter of translation technique.
10
On asterized passages In the LXX of Job, see below.
8

express well-based preference for the longer MT reading or the shorter reading of the
LXX. The fact that all these possibilities are open, is implied by the term ‘minus.’
If the minus involves more than four lines, the notation used is --- ‘‘, for instance when
we note lack of representation of longer phrases, e.g.,
Gen 7:14.14 lk/'w>

kai. pa/n

Gen 7:14.15 @A[/Œh'

peteino.n

Gen 7:14.16 Wh/nE‘ym/il.

kata. ge,noj

Gen 7:14.17 lKo§

--- ''

Gen 7:14.18 rAP_ci

--- ''

Gen 7:14.19 lK'

--- ''

Gen 7:14.20 @n")K'

--- ''

of clauses, e.g.,
Exo 12:41.1 yhiy>w:

kai. evge,neto.

Exo 12:41.2 #Qemi

meta.

Exo 12:41.3 ~yviŠl{v {...tAa§me

[B;”r>a;w>}

ta. tetrako,sia ^ tria,konta

Exo 12:41.4 hn"v' {...hn"v'}

{...ta.} e;th

Exo 12:41.5 tAa§me

{...}

[B;”r>a;w>

Exo 12:41.6 hn"v'

{...}

Exo 12:41.7.

yhiy/>w:

--- ''

Exo 12:41.8 ;

~c,[ /,ÕB.

--- ''

Exo 12:41.9 ~AY/¾h;

--- ''

Exo 12:41.10 hZ<‘/h;

--- ''

Exo 12:41.11 Wa±c.y")

evxh/lqen

Exo 12:41.12 lK'

pa/sa

Exo 12:41.13 tAa•b.ci

h` du,namij

Exo 12:41.14 hw"§hy>

kuri,ou

Exo 12:41.15 #r<a/,”me

gh/j

Exo 12:41.16 ~yIr")c.mi

Aivgu,ptou

More than once the possibility that a certain word lacks representation in the LXX seems
much less plausible than the possibility that its rendering is implied in another term that
is represented in the LXX. In such cases the Alignment uses the split notation and a
question mark. On the one line the minus is noted with a question mark, but on the
other line the vocable is presented within curly brackets and question mark, so that it
still is related to the Greek word by which it could be implied, e.g.,
Exo 16:10.1 yhiy/>w:

--- ?

Exo 16:10.2 {...?yhiy>w} rBE†d/:K. =%c

h`ni,ka de. evla,lei

Exo 16:10.3 ,

aarwn

Ô!roh]a;

yhiy/ >w, often rendered by kai.

evge,neto or evge,neto de., seems to lack representation in the

Greek. On the other hand, it could be implied in the time clause, h`ni,ka de. evla,lei,
standing for rBE†d/:K., to which yhiy/>w serves as introduction. Thus the Alignment presents

yhiy/>w as a doubtful minus, notation --- ?, and brings it in the line of rBE†d/:K.
brackets, {...?yhiy/>w} rBE†d/:K. In other words,

within curly

yhiy/>w probably is implied by h`ni,ka

de. evla,lei,

although the matter is not deemed certain. The annotation =%c indicates that the case at
hand probably represents condensation on the part of the translator.
The notation with question marks is often used, in particular when the case at hand

relates to two words of similar content, or to repetition of the same word, e.g.,
Exo 29:23.1 rK;Õkiw>
Exo 29:23.2 {...?rKki/}

kai. --- ?

~x,l,¿

a;rton

Exo 29:23.3 tx;a;

e[na

Exo 30:1.2 x;Be_z>mi

qusiasth,rion

Exo 30:1.3 rj:Œq.mi

--- ?

Exo 30:1.4 tr<jo+q. {...?rj:Œq.mi}

qumia,matoj

Exo 25:2.7 ta/eóme

para.

Exo 25:2.8 lK'

pa,ntwn

Exo 25:2.9 vyai-

--- ?

Exo 25:2.10 rv<Œa] {...?vyai}

oi-j a'n

Exo 25:2.11 WN/b,ŠD>yI

do,xh|

Exo 25:2.12 A/Bli

th/| kardi,a|

Exo 21:31.1 Aa

eva.n de

Exo 21:31.2 !bE•

ui`o.n

Exo 21:31.3 xG"§yI

--- ?

Exo 21:31.4 Aa

h'

Exo 21:31.5 tb;Š-

qugate,ra

Exo 21:31.6 ;

xG"+yI

{...?xG"yI} =%c

kerati,sh|

Num 1:4.1 ~k/,ŠT.a/iw>

kai. meqV u`mw/n

Num 1:4.2 Wy‘h.yI

e;sontai

Num 1:4.3 vyai_ {...?vyai}

e[kastoj

Num 1:4.4 vyai_

--- ?

Num 1:4.5 hJ,_M/;l;

kata. fulh.n

This notation also is often used to indicate the use of expanded forms of the divine name
(with epithets), where the LXX has a single term, e.g.,
Gen 2:7.1 ¥rc,yY/Iw:

kai. e;plasen

Gen 2:7.2 hw"Òhy>

--- ?

Gen 2:7.3 {...?hw"Òhy>} ~yhi¿l{a/ =%c

o` qeo.j

Gen 2:7.4

~d"»a/'h'(-ta,

to.n a;nqrwpon

Gen 15:2.3 yn"†doa] {...?ÔhwIhy/} =%c

de,spota

Gen 15:2.4 hwIhy/

--- ?

Gen 15:2.5 hm;

ti,

Gen 15:2.6 {...}

moi

Gen 15:2.7 !T,Ti

dw,seij

Gen 15:2.8 y/li-

{..^moi}

Isa 10:24.2 hKo)

ta,de

Isa 10:24.3 rm;a'

le,gei

Isa 10:24.4 yn"†doa]

--- ?

Isa 10:24.5 {...?yn"†doa]} ÔhwIhy> =%c

ku,rioj

d. Lack of a correspondent counterpart in the MT: Plus, --+
The twin of lack of representation is lack of a corresponding counterpart: the LXX
presents a word, phrase, clause or larger stretch (beyond the clause) that is not matched
by a corresponding element in the MT. If this text could represent an element that was
included in the Hebrew source text of the LXX, it is noted, in the Hebrew column, as a
plus, notation --+ (--+ ‘‘ for stretches that include four lines or more), e.g.,
Gen 9:22.7 {...}

kai.

Gen 9:22.8 --+ =acy/w

evxelqw.n

Gen 9:22.9 dGE•Y/:w:

{...kai.} avnh,ggeilen

Gen 9:22.10 ynE)v/li

toi/j dusi.n

Gen 9:22.11 ;

{...toi/j} avdelfoi/j auvtou/

wy/x'_a,

Gen 9:22.12 #Wx)/B;

e;xw

In this stretch the Greek plus evxelqw.n could well represent the Hebrew verb acy/w, for
Noah was lying drunk in the tent (v. 21). Hence this verb is offered as reconstruction
and marked as such by the equal sign ,=xxx; see chapter 4,. Reconstruction of the Source
Text).
In the following example, a similar logic applies to the conjunction o[ti, which has no
counterpart in the MT:
Gen 12:12.6

Wr§m.a/'w>

evrou/sin

Gen 12:12.7 --+ =yk

o[ti

Gen 12:12.8 A/TŒv.ai

o[ti gunh. auvtou/

Gen 12:12.9 tazO=

au[th

In many cases the LXX contains an expanded form of the divine name, e.g., adding the
epithet o` qeo.j to ku,rioj, reflecting a solemn formula, such as, e.g., ~ky/hla hwhy (cf. Exo
6:7; Deu 3:18, 21). Hence the following reconstruction:11
Deu 3:20.3

hw"•hy>

Deu 3:20.4 --+ =;~ky/hla

ku,rioj
o` qeo.j u`mw/n

The following case is an example of a clause which has no counterpart in the MT:
2Sa 20:22.1

¥aAbT/'w:

kai. eivsh/lqen

2Sa 20:22.2 hV'Õai/h'

h` gunh.

2Sa 20:22.3 la,

pro.j

2Sa 20:22.4 lK'

pa,nta

2Sa 20:22.5 ~[/h'

to.n lao.n

2Sa 20:22.6 --+ '' =rbdt/w

kai. evla,lhsen

2Sa 20:22.7 --+ '' =la

pro.j

2Sa 20:22.8 --+ '' =lk

pa/san

2Sa 20:22.9 --+ '' =ry[/h

th.n po,lin

The reconstruction is marked by a semicolon following the equal sign (=;…) to
indicate that it is based on a common phrase or on a similar term in the context (see
chapter 4 below, on the reconstruction of possible Hebrew source text).
11

2Sa 20:22.10 H/t'm'k.x'/B.

evn th/| sofi,a| auvth/j

e. Ketib and Qere.
The Alignment also includes notation of Ketib, marked as *, and Qere, marked as **. If
the LXX fits the Ketib, the agreement is marked as {*}. The notation {**} marks agreement
between the LXX and the Qere, e.g.,
Gen 8:17.14 *acwh **aceŠy>h

evxa,gage

Gen 14:8.9 *~yybc **~yI‘Abc {**}

sebwim

Gen 24:33.1 *~fyyw **~f;óWYw {*}

kai. pare,qhken

Gen 25:23.5 * ~yyg **~yIAg {**}

e;qnh

Exo 21:8.5 * al **A/l {**}

au`tw/|

1Sa 2:10.3 * w/byrm **wy/b'yrIm {*}

avnti,dikon auvtou/

Of course, not always is a decision possible, e.g.,
Gen 27:3.12 *

hdyc **dyIc"

qh,ran

In Ketib wel_ Qere, Qere wel_ Ketib, the zero-vocable (the nonextant vocable) is noted
as z, e.g., with PRT as Qere, and z as l_ Ketib:

2Sa 8:3.11 rh;n/>BI

evpi. to.n potamo.n

2Sa 8:3.12 *z **tr"(P {**}

Euvfra,thn

In this case the LXX fits the Qere. An example for the LXX fitting the Ketib:
2Sa 16:23.7 rv<•a/]K

o]n tro,pon

2Sa 16:23.8 la;v.yI

evperwth,sh|

2Sa 16:23.9 *z **vyai{*}

---

2Sa 16:23.10 rb:Œd/>Bi

evn lo,gw|

2Sa 16:23.11 ~yhi_l{a//h'

tou/ qeou/

An example for a short reading of the LXX fitting the Qere :
Jer 51:3.2 %ro_d>yI-

teine,tw [28.3]

Jer 51:3.3 *$rdy **z {**}

--- [28.3]

Jer 51:3.4 ;

o` tei,nwn [28.3]

%rED/oh;

It is to be noted that these notations enable a variety of searches, namely all Ketib/Qere
interchanges (**), all cases of Ketib wela Qere and vice versa (*z), as well as all cases in
which the LXX corresponds with the Qere, {**}, or the Ketib {*}.
f. Broad lack of equivalence of Hebrew and Greek, --- {x} --+ {x}, {og}.
A particularly problematic situation is often encountered in such books as Proverbs and
Job, since the MT of these books contains many pericopes for which the LXX does not
offer any plausible equivalent, whereas the LXX contains a pericope which lacks a

correspondent counterpart in the Hebrew, and does not suffer explanation as a variant.12
In such cases one is not allowed to assume automatically that the non-equivalent lines
actually are related. Hence the need for a special notation, {x}: the non-equivalent
segment of the Greek is marked, in the Hebrew column, as --+ {x}, and the unmatched
stretch in the MT as --- {x}, on the Greek side, e.g.,
Pro 10:10.1 #rE(qoŒ =%e

o` evnneu,wn {...meta. do,lou}

Pro 10:10.2 !yI[;‰

ovfqalmoi/j

Pro 10:10.3 {...}

meta. do,lou

Pro 10:10.4 !TEŒyI

suna,gei

Pro 10:10.5 --+ =%e

avndra,si

Pro 10:10.6 tb,C'_[;

lu,paj

Pro 10:10.7 lywI•a/w<

--- {x}

Pro 10:10.8 ~yIt;p'f.Ö

--- {x}

Pro 10:10.9 jbe(L'yI

--- {x}

Pro 10:10.10 --+ {x}

o` ^ de. evle,gcwn

Pro 10:10.11 --+ {x}

meta. parrhsi,aj

Pro 10:10.12 --+ {x}

eivrhnopoiei

In this verse the Greek, like the MT, continues the thought of the first colon, but in a
quite different way. The notation by means of {x} serves to indicate the lack of
connection. It is to be noted that even a hunt for sophisticated cues, e.g., the assumption
that evle,gcwn doubles

tb,C'_[; (cf. 1 Kings 1), or that avndra,si stands for lywa (like Akkadian

awilum), eivrhnopoiei still does not match jbeL'yI. Hence, in such cases the special notation
12

. Occasionally this notation is used when these conditions are not being fulfilled.

for broad lack of equivalence is by far preferable.
--+ {og}
The Greek books of Esther and Daniel contain extensive sections that do not seem to
have any counterpart in Hebrew or Aramaic, and thus represent, in all likelihood,
original Greek compositions. Such sections have been marked as pluses, with the
additional notation {og}.
g. Search Results
On the basis of these notations, any quote of a line includes all information concerning
its textual status, whether a given vocable in the MT is represented in the LXX or lacks
representation (minus), whether the LXX form is contained in a plus, and what its
reconstruction is with regard to a possible Hebrew source text. Cases of Qere and Ketib
are also also immediately noted, as is their relationship to the LXX.
By using the appropriate code, we may search for phenomena, e.g., --- for minuses, for
instance in a given pericope or even an entire book. The code --+ enables us to search for
pluses. A search by means of {..^ enables us to locate changes in word order for
stylistic/linguistic reasons.
5. Reconstruction of the Source Text
a. Retroversion and Reconstruction of the Hebrew Source Text
When the LXX offers a text that is not equivalent to the MT, it is often possible to
discover a connection with the help of the assumption that the LXX reflects a different
Hebrew source text, e.g.,
Exo 4:31.1 !mE§a]Y:/w:)

kai. evpi,steusen

Exo 4:31.2 ~['/_h'

o` lao.j

Exo 4:31.3 W[àm.v.Y/Iw:) =wxmfy/w =vs .(x

kai. evca,rh

Exo 4:31.4 yKi

o[ti

Exo 4:31.5 dq;Õp'(

evpeske,yato

Exo 4:31.6 hw"hy>

o` qeo.j

Exo 4:31.7 ynEŒB.

ta,

tou.j ui`ou.j

Exo 4:31.8 laer"f.yI

israhl

kai. evca,rh, ‘and were glad’ is retroverted into Hebrew as wxmfyw. Since this retroversion is
very similar to MT

W[àm.v.YIw:)

it looks like a good reconstruction of the Hebrew source text

of the LXX (the Vorlage). In fact, the interchange of

[

and

x

is a well-known

phonological phenomenon in Hebrew from the Second Temple period, as indicated by
the interchange of

AtynIx #[eŠw>

/

#xw (Ketib) in 1 Samuel 17:7. In this period the x

was

pronounced as [, so that the distinction was lost, and the scribe could decide to write
for

[

x (as he heard it), or, x for [ (by way of correction of perceiced ‘error,’ a so-called

hypercorrection).
In the light of these data the Alignment suggests the reconstruction

wxmfy/w , indicated

as such by the equals sign, =wxmfy/w. Additional notations indicate various graphic and
phonological interchanges (see chapter 7a). Note that the v/f distinction is maintained
in the reconstruction, for consistency, although the ancient Hebrew source text had only

X.
A similar interchange is also noted in the account of Ezekias and the delegation from
Babylon in 2 Kings 20 and Isaiah 39, probably as hypercorrection,13 in Isaiah and the
LXX

13

The Interchange of la and l[ is also related to the Babylonian and Persian era.

2Ki 20:13.1 [m;Šv.Y/Iw: =;xmf/yw <is39.2%> .(x =vs

kai. evca,rh

2Ki 20:13.2 ~h,y/le[]

evpV auvtoi/j

2Ki 20:13.3 WhY"qiz>xi

Ezekiaj

Isa 39:2.1 xm;Šf.Y/Iw:
Isa 39:2.2

~h,y/le[]

Isa 39:2.3 WhY"qiz>xi

kai. evca,rh
evpV auvtoi/j
Ezekiaj

The pericolon in the notation of this reconstruction (=;) indicates that it is based on the
near context, on parallel passages or on frequent phrases.
b. indication of immediate context
If the reconstruction (or the rendering) is based on preceding parts of the present verse,
or on the previous verse (very rarely on another verse in the immediate context), the
relationship is indicated by an upward arrow (≥), or <up> in the ASCII text, e.g.,
Gen 2:20.1 ar"Õq.YIw:

kai. evka,lesen

Gen 2:20.2 ~d"a'h'(

adam

Gen 2:20.3 tAm»ve

ovno,mata

Gen 2:20.4 lk'l.

pa/sin

Gen 2:20.5 hm'heB.h;-

toi/j kth,nesin

Gen 2:20.6 --+ =;lk'l.W ≥

kai. pa/si

Gen 2:20.7 @A[Œl.W

{... kai.} toi/j peteinoi/j

Gen 2:20.8 ~yIm;V'h;

tou/ ouvranou/

The upward arrow indicates the relationship between the first element of the noun
group (hm'heB.h;-lk'l.) and the second one, in the LXX: kai. pa/si toi/j peteinoi/j tou/ ouvranou/.
A downward arrow (≤) or <dn> in ASCII, indicates a connection to the sequel of the
verse at hand, or to the next verse (or to the immediate context, in very rare cases), e.g.,
Gen 31:1.1 [m;v.YIw

h;kousen ^ de.

Gen 31:1.2 --+ =:bq[y ≤

iakwb

Gen 31:1.3 yrEób.DI

ta. r`h,mata

ta,

Gen 31:1.4 ynE)b.

tw/n ui`w/n

Gen 31:1.5 !b'l'

laban

Gen 31:1.6 rmoale

lego,ntwn

Gen 31:1.7 xq:Œl'

ei;lhfen

Gen 31:1.8 bqo[]y:

iakwb

Gen 31:1.9 lK'

pa,nta

tae_

Gen 31:1.10 rv<Œa]

ta.

Gen 31:1.11 Wnybi_a'l.

tou/ patro.j h`mw/n

The mention of Jacob as explicit subject is matched by the second clause, which quotes
the speech of Laban’s own sons.
c. reconstruction based on other passages
Passages on which the proposed reconstruction is based, are indicated by the percent
sign between angled brackets, < %>. The verse number is separated from the chapter
number by a point. Comma or pericope serve to separate different chapters or books,
e.g.,.

Gen 9:7.4 Wc•r>vi =;walm/w <1.28;9.1%>

kai. plhrw,sate

If the indicated passage belongs to the same book, the reference indicates chapter and
verse only. Hence the reference to 1.28 indicates Gen 1:28.
Reconstructions of Hebrew proper names and geographical names are indicated by a
colon, e.g.,
Gen 10:3.5 hm'(r>g:tow> =:hmgrt/w>

kai. qorgama

Gen 30:15.1 rm,aToŒw:

ei=pen ^ de.

Gen 30:15.2 Hl' =:hal

Leia

Names of God, e.g.,

hwhy, ~yhla are not regarded as personal names. Accordingly their

reconstruction is mostly indicated as =;hwhy, =;~yhla.
If the variant at hand is related to a parallel passage or the near or remote context,
we are dealing with intertextuality, since the one passage is viewed in the light of the
second one. Only that in our case ‘intertextuality’ indicates far more than the reader’s
stance or the exegetical perspective that is formative for our interpretation. The relation
to parallel passages or to near or remote context, which could be styled ‘textual
intertextuality,’ involve the perspective of either the Greek translator or the Hebrew
scribe. It is one of them who viewed the passage at hand in the light of the second
passage, e.g.,
Gen 9:7.2 WrŒP.

auvxa,nesqe

Gen 9:7.3 Wb+r/>W

kai. plhqu,nesqe

Gen 9:7.4 Wc•r>vi =;walm/w <1.28;9.1%>

kai. plhrw,sate

Gen 9:7.5 #r<a/'_b' =;#ra/h

ta <1.28;9.1%>

th.n gh/n

Thus, on the one hand, intertextual reference corroborates the proposed reconstructions,
since they are supported by parallel passages and remote context, namely Gen 1:28 and
9:1. In this connection it is important to note that similar cases of intertextual
relationship are found in many Qumran scrolls and in the Samaritan Pentateuch, indicating that this process did occur in the Hebrew textual tradition. On the other hand,
the same process could still find place on the Greek side. Hence, the references offered
by the Alignment imply that (a) the suggested reconstructions, e.g., walm/w and #ra/h

ta for wcrv and #ra/b, are confirmed by parallel verses in Genesis; (b) that the Greek
translator may have thought of the passages indicated (if one assumes that the Hebrew
text nevertheless did not include the reconstructed text of the passage at hand).
An additional interchange that is related to parallel texts is found in Deuteronomy 1. In
this case the interchange is a simple, graphic, metathesis:
Deu 1:33.1 %leÕhoh

o]j proporeu,etai

Deu 1:33.2 ~k,¿ynEp.li

pro,teroj u`mw/n

Deu 1:33.3 %r<D<B;

evn th/| o`dw/|

Deu 1:33.4 rWt•l'

evkle,gesqai

Deu 1:33.5 ~k,_l'

u`mi/n

Deu 1:33.6 ~Aq§m'

to,pon

Deu 1:33.7 ~k,_t.nO*x]l;´ =~ktxnl <ex13.21%>.m o`dhgw/n u`ma/j

For MT ~k,_t.nO*x]l;´, ‘for your encamping,’ the LXX has o`dhgw/n u`ma/j, ‘guiding you,’ which

suggests tentative retroversion as the Hebrew verb hxn, also occurring in Exo 13:21 in
similar context. Hence the reconstruction as ~ktxnl is quite plausible. Probably this is
the reading which the translator found in his source text (Vorlage). Reconstructions of
this kind can never claim perfect certainty, but in the present case the equation seems
highly plausible.
d. Less plausible reconstructions.
On the other hand, reconstructions that seem less likely, are indicated by a question
mark, e.g.,
Gen 15:4.11 rv<Œa]

o]j

Gen 15:4.12 aceŠyE

evxeleu,setai

Gen 15:4.13 ^y[,M/emi =?$/m/m

evk sou

The possibility that the Greek evk sou faithfully reflects a particle with suffix phrase,

$/m/m, cannot be totally dismissed, all the more so as the variance mainly relates to the
‘ayin. Nevertheless, explanation of the Greek rendering as attenuation of the concrete
picture of the MT is by far preferable.14 Hence the reconstruction remains doubtful, as
indicated by the question mark.
By the same token one may doubt the reconstruction proposed in the description of the
rising waters of the flood:
Gen 7:20.1 hrEóf.[,

vmeÕx]

de,ka ^ pe,nte

Gen 7:20.2 hM'a;

ph,ceij

Gen 7:20.3 h/l'[.m/;l/.mi

evpa,nw

14

So also Exo 1:5.7 MT bqo§[]y:-%r,y<) yae”c.yO vp,n<±-lK' , LXX pa/sai yucai. evx Iakwb.

Gen 7:20.4 Wr§b.G" =?whbg .rh

u`yw,qh

Gen 7:20.5 ~yIM"+/h;

to. u[dwr

The possibility that the Greek translator choose the verb u`yw,qh as the correct equivalent
for Hebrew wrbg is far more plausible than the possibility that he actually found the verb

whbg in his source text.15
In all likelihood, the translator must also assume responsibility for the rendering avpo. tou/
e`ye,matoj tou/ purrou/ tou,tou:
Gen 25:30.6 !mi

avpo.

Gen 25:30.7 ~do†a/'h' =?dyznh <25.29%> tou/ e`ye,matoj
Gen 25:30.8 ~doa/'h'

tou/ purrou/

Gen 25:30.9 hZ/<‘h;

tou,tou

After all, this rendering implies considerable variegation vis-à-vis the repetitive

hZ<‘hÊÔ~doa'h'Ê~do†a'h'. Hence the possibility that the translator actually found dyznh in his
source text remains doubtful, though not inconceivable, in the light of v. 29:
MT dyzI+nÓ

bqo[]y: dz<YÓw: / LXX h[yhsen

de. Iakwb e[yema

The question mark is also used when more than one reconstruction may be
considered plausible, e.g.,
Gen 4:22.7 ---+ =?yhy/w =?hyh
Gen 4:22.8 vjel{{...?lK'} =%c

15

awh

<4.20%> kai. h=n
sfuroko,poj

So also Gen 7:24 MT ~yIM:§h; Wr•B.g>YIw:, LXX kai. u`yw,qh to. u[dwr. In the MT hbg is never used for
water.

Gen 4:22.9 lK'

--- ?

Gen 4:22.10 vrE”xo

calkeu.j

Gen 4:22.11 tv,xo§n>

calkou/

Since

yhyw

and

hyh awh

would both be plausible in the context at hand, and could both

be represented by kai. h=n, it is impossible to determine which of the two proposals is
preferable.
At times the Alignment admits the possibility that a certain rendering of the LXX may
imply a Hebrew variant, but is unable to suggest an adequate reconstruction. In that
case the notation =?? is used, e.g.,
Zec 11:13.4

Wh/keÕyliv.h;

ka,qej auvtou.j

Zec 11:13.5 la,

eivj

Zec 11:13.6 rceAY/h;

to. cwneuth,rion

Zec 11:13.7 rd<a,Š =??

kai. ske,yai

Zec 11:13.8 rq'y>/h;

eiv do,kimo,n evstin

Since no easy way exists that leads from

rd<a to skevptw, no textual reconstruction could

be proposed. On the other hand, there is no obvious exegetic activity involved (in the
context the translation is on the literal side). Hence the question mark is a useful
indication of the difficulties involved.
The various indications of suggested reconstructions facilitate many searches.
Thus one may search for intertextual aspects of the Greek version, by means of the
notation =; (the reconstruction proper), or %> (passages serving as basis for the
reconstruction of possible variants).

One may also search for the lexemic variants (of noun, verb, adverb) under =. This way
one may detect, e.g., the number of possible variants in a given section. Or, e.g., the
number of added lexemes, --+ =…/ --+ =;….
If one looks for a given lexical form, e/g/, W/YLK, the search must include both the
equals sign with pericope and without pericope (=W/YLK and =;W/YLK).
If one is interested in unsolved problems, one may search for =??.
e. Differences in Vocalization, =v
When the Greek rendering seems to reflect the same consonantal text as found in the
MT, but suggests a different pronunciation/vocalization, this is noted as a variant
regarding vocalization, =v, without indicating the actual alternative, since the language
tradition of the Greek certainly did not match the Tiberian punctuation, e.g.,
Amo 1:6.12 l[;

e[neken

Amo 1:6.13 ~/t'_Alg>h;

tou/ aivcmalwteu/sai auvtou.j

Amo 1:6.14 .

tWl•G"

aivcmalwsi,an

Amo 1:6.15 hm'_lev. =:hmlv =v

tou/ Salwmwn

Amo 1:6.16 ryGI•s.h/;l.

tou/ sugklei/sai

Amo 1:6.17 ~Ad)a//l

eivj th.n Idoumai,an

Since we can’t know exactly how Solomon’s name was pronounced in the translator’s
language tradition, the neutral notation is preferable. Another point is that the translator
may have found a connection between a conflict with Edom and Solomon (cf. 1 Kings
11:14-22).
=vs
A similar notation is used to indicate the interchange of síin and sûin, since (a) this

distinction is indicated by the punctuation (the ancient Hebrew source text had only X),
and (b) the difference between these sibilants may not have been clear in the
pronunciation tradition known to the translator. Thus we note, e.g.,
1Sa 12:2.6

ynIa/]w:

kavgw.

1Sa 12:2.7 yTin>q:Œz"

gegh,raka

1Sa 12:2.8 yTib.f/;w" =ytbvyw =vs

kai. kaqh,somai

2Ki 11:14.8 >

~yrI†F'/h/;w = ~yrv/h/w =vs

kai. oi` wv|doi.

2Ki 11:14.9 ,

tArc.co)x/]h/;w>

kai. ai` sa,lpiggej

2Ki 11:14.10 la,

pro.j

2Ki 11:14.11 %l,M/,h;

to.n basile,a

In the latter case the pronunciation problem is particularly clear, since the variation is
limited to the sibilant, all other consonants and vowels being equal.
f. Numeral Divergences, =+
If the LXX includes a numeral that differs from the numeral found in MT, no
reconstruction is attempted. The phenomenon is noted as =+, e.g.,
Exo 25:35.7 rTop.k/;w>

kai. sfairwth.r

Exo 25:35.8 tx;T;Š

u`po.

Exo 25:35.9 {...}

tou.j

Exo 25:35.10 ynE†v. =+

te,ssaraj

Exo 25:35.11 ~ynIQ/'h;

{... tou.j} kalami,skouj

Exo 25:35.12 hN"/M,/mi

evx auvth/j

This notation is also used in Greek pluses, e.g.,
Jos 10:13.22 {...}

eivj te,loj

Jos 10:13.23 ~Ay_/K.

{..peivj} h`me,raj

Jos 10:13.24 ~ymi(T'

{..^te,loj}

Jos 10:13.25 --+ =+

mia/j

g. Double Renderings and Doublets, {d}, =<d>
{d}
In many cases the LXX includes two renderings of the same Hebrew vocable (double
rendering). Such cases are indicated as {d} before the second rendering, and do not
imply that the Hebrew source text actually contained two variant terms, e.g.,
1Sa 7:12.11 ar"”q.Y/Iw:

kai. evka,lesen

1Sa 7:12.12 H/m'_v.

ta,

to. o;noma auvtou/

1Sa 7:12.13 rz<[/
"+ h'

!b,a,Š

abenezer {d} li,qoj tou/ bohqou/

In this case the Hebrew place name is represented by (1) a Greek transliteration, abenezer,
and (2) by a word by word rendering of the nouns of which the Hebrew name consists,
li,qoj tou/ bohqou. This, then, is an obvious example of a double rendering.
If the Greek doubles the terms where the MT has one term, a variant in the Hebrew
source text may be involved. In such cases the doublet is indicated on the Greek side as
{d}, whereas the Hebrew counterpart presents an indication of the doublet as =<d>,
followed by its reconstruction with the ‘equals’ sign, ,e.g.,

2Sa 17:8.8 ~yrIŒBogI

dunatoi,

2Sa 17:8.9 hM'he

eivsin

2Sa 17:8.10 yrE”m/'W =<d> =dam

sfo,dra {d?} kai. kata,pikroi

2Sa 17:8.11 vp,n<Õ

th/| yuch/|

2Sa 17:8.12 hM'he

auvtw/n

The term kai. kata,pikroi fits the Masoretic reading yrE”m/'W, whereas the adverb , mostly
equaling dam, which is very similar to yrE”m/'W from a graphical point of view, probably
reflects a variant in the Hebrew source text. The question mark is due to the possibility
that sfo,dra reflects a plus, that is not further specified.
Since in some cases the notation =<d> is used with the question mark, =<d?>, searches
for such doublets preferably include the latter term as well.
The notation =<d> is also used to indicate possible doublets in the MT that lack
representation in the Greek, e.g.,
Jer 14:17.14 rb,v,

suntri,mmati

Jer 14:17.15 lAdG"Õ

---

Jer 14:17.16 hr"B.v.nI

sunetri,bh

Jer 14:17.17 tl;WtB. =<d?>

---

Jer 14:17.18 tB;

quga,thr

Jer 14:17.19 y/Mi[;

laou/ mou

Deu 28:63.10 !KEŒ

ou[twj

Deu 28:63.11 fyfióy"

euvfranqh,setai

Deu 28:63.12 hw"hy>

ku,rioj

Deu 28:63.13 ~k,y/le[]

evfV u`mi/n

Deu 28:63.14 dybi”a]h/;l. =<d>

---

Deu 28:63.15 ~k,_/t..a, =<d>

---

Deu 28:63.16 dymiŠv.h; /l. /W

evxoleqreu/sai

Deu 28:63.17 ~k/,_t.a,

u`ma/j

A special problem is posed by long doublets affecting a series of vocables in the MT. In
such cases the split notation is used to cover the Greek text sequence, whereas each
Hebrew vocable is matched with its two renderings, even if some of the Greek terms are
identical, e.g.,
2Sa 1:23.1 lWaŒv'

saoul

2Sa 1:23.2 !t'n"Ahy/wI

kai. iwnaqan

2Sa 1:23.3 ~ybióh'a/N/<h;

oi` hvgaphme,noi

2Sa 1:23.4 ~miy[iN>/h/;w>

kai. w`rai/oi {d} {... euvprepei/j}

2Sa 1:23.5 {...}

ouv

2Sa 1:23.6 {...}

diakecwrisme,noi

2Sa 1:23.7 {...}

euvprepei/j

2Sa 1:23.8 ~h,y/YEx/;B.

evn th/| zwh/| auvtw/n

2Sa 1:23.9 ~/t'_Am/b/.W

kai. evn tw/| qana,tw| auvtw/n

2Sa 1:23.10 al{Œ

ouv {d} {... ouv}

2Sa 1:23.11 Wdr"_p.nI

diecwri,sqhsan {d} {... diakecwrisme,noi}

In this passage the Greek text sequence is given by means of the {…} notation, as
saoul kai. iwnaqan / oi` hvgaphme,noi

kai. w`rai/oi / ouv diakecwrisme,noi
euvprepei/j / evn th/| zwh/| auvtw/n kai. evn tw/| qana,tw| auvtw/n ouv diecwri,sqhsan
In the Greek, then, the stretch kai. w`rai/oi ouv diakecwrisme,noi is doubled by the words
euvprepei/j / ouv diecwri,sqhsan. The relationship between these vocables and the MT
wording is indicated by the line matching: in each relevant line the Hebrew vocable is
matched by two counterparts, separated by the {d} mark, e.g.,
2Sa 1:23.4 ~miy[iN/>h/;w>

kai. w`rai/oi {d} {... euvprepei/j}

2Sa 1:23.10 al{Œ

ouv {d} {... ouv}

2Sa 1:23.11 Wdr"_p.nI

diecwri,sqhsan {d} {... diakecwrisme,noi}
6. The Indication of Complex Relationships

a. Etymological Derivation and Exegesis. =@; <…@>; ={@}; ={f}
Not all cases in which the LXX, on the face of it, does not reflect Hebrew of the MT, do
actually imply a variant text. Often we are dealing with the translator’s own input. The
most obvious case is that of etymological derivation, meaning that the translator had
before him a consonantal text that similar to or identical with the consonantal text of the
MT, but attributed it to a different root or grammatical form, e.g., in Moses’ description
of the divine anger on himself, in which the Hebrew uses the verb rBeÕ[;t.Y/Iw:, from the
second root rb[/hrb[ ‘anger’, for which the Greek has u`perei/den , obviously finding here
the normal root rb[, ‘to pass over.’ The Alignment marks this derivation by the notation
=@rb[:
Deu 3:26.1 rBeÕ[;t.Y/Iw: =@rb[

kai. u`perei/den

Deu 3:26.2 hw"•hy>

ku,rioj

Deu 3:26.3 y/Bi

evme.

If the two possible derivations relate to the same graphic constellation, the indication =@
is used with no further indication, e.g.,
Amo 1:11.19 @ro_j.Y/Iw:

kai. h[rpasen

Amo 1:11.20 d[;/l' =v =@

eivj martu,rion

Amo 1:11.21 A/Pa;

fri,khn auvtou/

Amo 1:11.22 A/t§r"b.[ /,w>

kai. to. o[rmhma auvtou/

Amo 1:11.23 hr"m'”v.

evfu,laxen

Amo 1:11.24 {...}

eivj

Amo 1:11.25 xc;n<)

{..peivj} nei/koj

Thus the Alignment does not indicate that the translator derived d[ (MT d[;) from the
second root d[ (d[e in MT). In this case one notes that the pronunciation tradition is
involved as well.
In many cases derivations of this kind occur in a doublet, together with the
interpretation that fits the Masoretic vocalization, e.g.
1Sa 26:24.12 ynI/lE§Ciy/:w> =<d> =@llc

kai. skepa,sai me {d} kai. evxelei/tai, me

1Sa 26:24.13 lK'/mi

evk pa,shj

1Sa 26:24.14 hr"(c'

qli,yewj

In this doublet the rendering kai. evxelei/tai, me reflects the vocalization which attributes
the verb ynI/lE§Ciy/:w> to the root lcn. By contrast, the rendering kai. skepa,sai me, implies a
derivation from the root llc. The latter derivation is marked as etymological
interpretation in a doublet, =<d> =@llc.

The Alignment often uses this notation when it is assume that the rendering does
reflects the translator’s understanding of the source text rather than a real variant. An
etymological derivation of this kind often involves slightly different letter combinations.
Such methods are best understood in light of the findings of cognitive psychology.
According to these findings, reading involves the interpretation of graphic
representations rather than static object data. Such interpretation always is context
conditioned, as in the well-known psychological experiments involving the
interpretation of the fuzzy signs A/H, read as A in ‘cAts,’ but as H in ‘Hats’.
Thus, the translator may discern the root xwn, where according to the rules of grammar
the MT contains the root mxn 16
Gen 5:29.5 hz<

ou-toj

Gen 5:29.6 Wn/meóx]n:y> =@xwn <ex13.17@> <is57.18;ez5.13@>

dianapau,sei h`ma/j

Gen 5:29.7 Wn/feÕ[]M; /mi(

avpo. tw/n e;rgwn h`mw/n

Gen 5:29.8 !AbŒC.[im/eW

kai. avpo. tw/n lupw/n

Gen 5:29.9 Wny/dEy"

tw/n ceirw/n h`mw/n

This notation means that the translator read the Hebrew graph as if it equalled the root

xwn

rather than the form wn/xyny itself.

The intertextual references to the relevant verses are also marked as exegetical
derivation, <

@>, e.g.,

Of course, one has to take into account that the grammatical, and indeed all
linguistic knowledge of the Greek translators was intuitive rather than formal and
linguistically normative. Having neither dictionary, nor grammar, nor concordance at
their disposal, they were dependent on their contextually and theologically fed
comprehension of the text. The present case is easily explained by means of the
connection with Noah’s name.
16

Gen 14:1.1 yhiy/>w:
Gen 14:1.2 ;

evge,neto ^ de.

ymey/Bi

<is1.1;je1.2@>

evn th/| basilei,a|

Gen 14:1.3 lp,Šr"m.a;

th/| Amarfal

Gen 14:1.4 %l,m,(

basile,wj

Gen 14:1.5 r['n>vi

Sennaar

According to this notation, the rendering evn th/| basilei,a for ymeyBi is due to the translator’s
interpretation rather than to a variant, since the ‘days’ of a king represent the period of
his rule rather than the days if his life. A similar phenomenon is found in the opening
verse of Isaiah, whereas the connection between the two terms is laid in Jer 1:2.
={@}
If the assumption seems justified that the rendering is purely exegetical, the
notation ={@} is used. If a rendering is marked in this way, it seems futile to attempt the
reconstruction of an actual variant, e.g.,
Gen 25:22.4 rm,aT/oŒw:

ei=pen ^ de

Gen 25:22.5 ~ai

eiv

Gen 25:22.6 !Ke

ou[twj

Gen 25:22.7 --+ ={@} _

moi me,llei gi,nesqai

Gen 25:22.8 ykinO=a'

i[na ti, moi ^ tou/to

hZ<§ hM'/l'”

The Greek plus looks like an interpreter’s expansion rather than as a variant.
={f}
If the Greek text seems to reflect the translator’s interpretation of syntactic function
and structure rather than a different reading, the notation is ={f}, e.g.,

Gen 38:25.1 awhi {…

ayh/iÕw>} ={f}

auvth. ^ de.

Gen 38:25.2 taceWm ={f}

avgome,nh

Gen 38:25.3 ayh/iÕw> ={f}

{…}

Gen 38:25.4 hx'ól.v' ={f}

avpe,steilen

Gen 38:25.5 la,

pro.j

Gen 38:25.6 h/'ymiÕx

pro.j to.n penqero.n auvth/j

The notation ={f} indicates that according to the Alignment the lack of representation of

ayh/w is related to the way the verbs are rendered. In the MT taceWm

is the predicate of

the first clause, and hx'l.v' of the second (two simultaneous events in the past). The LXX
renders this construction as participle with finite verb predicate: auvth. de. avgome,nh
avpe,steilen pro.j to.n penqero.n auvth/j
Consequently, repetition of the subject would be out of place according to the rules of
Greek syntax. Thus we are not dealing with a variant, but with a difference in structure.
b. Partial Reconstruction, =r

One of the difficulties inherent to the reconstruction of possible variants is the need to
point to a specific Hebrew grammatical form. When it seems impossible to attain such
exactitude, the Alignment proposes a partial reconstruction, with the notation =r (or
even =r?), e. g.,
Lam 1:14.12 ]

ynIn:Œt'n>

e;dwken

Lam 1:14.13 yn"‘doa]
Lam 1:14.14 ydE_yBi =

ku,rioj

ydyb

Lam 1:14.15 --+ =r?hwd

=v

evn cersi,n mou
ovdu,naj

Even if the suggested retroversion may seem defendable, it seems doubtful to
reconstruct the exact form. Hence the Alignment does not go beyond suggesting a root
that could be reflected in this verse. This limitation is indicated by the notation =r,
followed by the indication of the proposed root. Since this suggestion actually remains
doubtful, the question mark has been appended.
7. Translation and Transmission Phenomena.
Some of the issues related to the variance between the LXX and the MT involve
processes that may have occurred in the Hebrew/Aramaic textual tradition as well as in
the Greek translation. The Parallel Alignment treats some of these phenomena as
standard categories, such as the preposition (=%p) or active/passive verbal forms
(=%vap/=%vpa). The notation =% always relates to such standard categories.
a. The representation of the infinitive absolute with cognate finite verb {!}
In biblical Hebrew verbal predicate is frequently highlighted (focalized) by an infinitive
absolute from the same stem (paronymous infinitive), e.g.,
Exo 4:14.10 yTi[.d:y"

evpi,stamai

Exo 4:14.11 yKi(

o[ti

Exo 4:14.12 rBE•d: {!}p

lalw/n

Exo 4:14.13 rBE§d:y> {!}p

lalh,sei

Exo 4:14.14 aWh+

auvto,j

Since the Greek r=translator does not have similar constructions at his disposal, he uses
a variety of different patterns. The Alignment marks all instances of the paroxymous
infinite construction by the notation {!}. This sign, then, can be used to retrieve all

instances of this construction.
{!}p, ({!}na, {!}nd,
Various special translation patterns noted include
(1)

rendering by a cognate participle, noted as {!}p, e.g.,

Exo 3:7.5 hao•r" {!}p

ivdw.n

Exo 3:7.6 ytiyai_r" {!}p

ei=don

Exo 3:7.7 ynI•[\

th.n ka,kwsin

ta,

Exo 3:7.8 y/Mi_[;

(2)

tou/ laou/ mou

rendering by a cognate noun (or a noun of a synonymous stem), as a cognate
object ({!}na, or an instrumental dative {!}nd, e.g.,

Gen 50:15.11 bveóh/'w> {!}na

kai. avntapo,doma

Gen 50:15.12 byviy" {!}na

avntapodw/|

Gen 50:15.13 Wn/l'

h`mi/n

Gen 50:15.14 lK'

pa,nta

taeÉ

Gen 50:15.15 h['r"/h'Š

ta. kaka,

Gen 2:16.6 lKo•/mi

avpo. panto.j

Gen 2:16.7 #[e

xu,lou

Gen 2:16.8 !G/"§h;

tou/ evn tw/| paradeisw|

Gen 2:16.9 lko•a' {!}nd

brw,sei

Gen 2:16.10 lke(aTo {!}nd

fa,gh|

(3)

rendering by an appropriate (cognate or elsewise) adjective, indicated as {!}aj, e.g.,

Amo 7:11.8 laer"f.yIÒ/w>
Amo 7:11.9

hl{•G"

{!}aj

Amo 7:11.10 hl,_g>yI {!}aj
Amo 7:11.11

l[;”/me

Amo 7:11.12 A/t)m'd>a;

(4)

o` ^ de. Israhl
aivcma,lwtoj
avcqh,setai
avpo
th/j gh/j auvtou

rendering by an adverbial construction (or prepositional phrase), indicated as
{!} ad, e.g.,

Amo 9:8.12 al{Œ

ouvk

Amo 9:8.13 dyme”v.h; {!}ad

eivj te,loj

Amo 9:8.14

dymi_v.a; {!}ad

evxarw

Amo 9:8.15 tyBe”-ta,

to.n oi=kon

Amo 9:8.16 bqo§[]y:

Iakwb

Cases in which noun or verb used represent a different lexeme are marked by ‘d’
following the basic notation, e.g.,
Exo 21:5.1 ~a/iw>

eva.n . ^ de.

Exo 21:5.2 rmo_a'{!}pd

avpokriqei.j

Exo 21:5.3 rm;ayO {!}pd

ei;ph|

Exo 21:5.4 db,[ /,h'

o` pai/j

Rendering of the paronymous infinitive by a different verbal form, such as the
imperative, does not constitute a variant, for in biblical Hebrew such uses of the
infinitive absolute are well-known. The Alignment notes such cases as {!}v, e.g.,
Job 13:17.1 W[Œm.vi {!}

avkou,sate

Job 13:17.2 [:Amv'‰ ( {!}v

avkou,sate

Job 13:17.3 y/ti_L'mi

ta. r`h,mata, mou

{!}-, {!}+
If the MT includes a construction with the paronymous infinitive whereas the LXX
presents a finite verb only, the source text possibly did not include the infinitive
absolute. But since the lexeme itself is being represented by means of the finite verb,
such inference remains precarious. These cases are noted as {!}-, e.g.,
Exo 22:5.12 ~Lev;y>
Exo 22:5.

~LeŠv;

{!}-

r[I§b.M/;h;

Exo 22:5.14 hr"([eB. /h;

avpotei,sei
o` {..^evkkau,saj}

ta,

Exo 22:5.15 {...}

to. pu/r
evkkau,saj

On the other hand, the LXX often uses cognate participles or nouns with finite verbs,
where the MT has one element only, a finite verb or infinitive. Such cases could reflect a
paronymous infinitive construction in the Hebrew source text, and are noted as {!}+, e.g.,
Isa 19:22.1 >

@g:™n/"w {!}nd

Isa 19:22.2 hw"±hy>

kai. pata,xei
ku,rioj

Isa 19:22.3 ~yIr:§c.mi

ta,

Isa 19:22.4 @gO¾n" {!}nd
Isa 19:22.5 --+ =

~/apr/w {!}+ <dn>

Isa 19:22.6 aAp+r/"w> {!}+ {!}nd

tou.j Aivgupti,ouj
plhgh/| {+} mega,lh|
kai. iva,setai auvtou.j
{... kai.} iva,sei

b. The representation of the Preposition, =%p, =%p+, =%p-, {p}, {s} =%ps
If the MT contains a certain preposition whereas the LXX offers a preposition that is
typically used to match another preposition in the Hebrew, we cannot definitely decide
that the Hebrew source text of the Greek actually contained that other preposition, for
the translator’s interpretation of the text may be involved. On the other hand, we cannot
dismiss this possibility altogether. Hence the Alignment notes the phenomenon of the
interchange, e.g.,
Gen 5:1.9 tWm•d/>Bi =%p

katV eivko,na

Gen 5:1.10 ~yhi_l{a/

qeou/

Gen 5:1.11 hf'”['

evpoi,hsen

Gen 5:1.12 A/t*ao

auvto,n

The possibility that the Hebrew source text of the LXX actually included the form twmdk
cannot be dismissed, in particular in the light of the correlated text in Gen 1:26:
Gen 1:26.3 hf,”[]n

poih,swmen

Gen 1:26.4 ~d"_a'

a;nqrwpon

Gen 1:26.5 Wn/me_l.c/;B. =%p <dn>

katV eivko,na h`mete,ran

Gen 1:26.6 Wn/te_Wmd/>Ki

kai. kaqV o`moi,wsin {..dh`mete,ran}

One should note, however, that the latter passage exactly indicates the intertextual
constellation in which the translation katV eivko,na could arise.
=%p+
This notation indicates that the Greek contains a preposition, which is not matched by a
corresponding element in the Hebrew. Unlike the notation {..p}, the present notation
implies that the Greek definitely could reflect a Hebrew variant, which, however,
mostly is not reconstructed, e.g.,
Lev 27:28.9 lK/'m

avpo. pa,ntwn

Lev 27:28.10 rv,a]

o[sa

Lev 27:28.11 A/l

auvtw/| evstin

Lev 27:28.12 ~d"óa'/me

evstin avpo. avnqrw,pou

Lev 27:28.13 hm'heb/.W =%p+

e[wj kth,nouj

The Greek could reflect the reading hmhb

d[ ~da/m, (e.g., Gen. 6:7; Psa 135:8) but this

reconstruction is not made explicit.
The present notation is frequently used when the Greek has a dative, or an affix to an
adverb, e.g.,
1Sa 19:23.1 %l,Y/EŒw:

kai. evporeu,qh

1Sa 19:23.2 ~v' =%p+

evkei/qen

1Sa 19:23.3 la,

eivj

1Sa 19:23.4 *tywn **

tAyˆn"

Nauaq

1Sa 19:23.5 hm'_r"/B'

evn Rama

Pro 16:22.1 rAqŒm.

phgh.

Pro 16:22.2 ~yYIx;‰

zwh/j

Pro 16:22.3 lk,feŠ

e;nnoia

Pro 16:22.4 wy/l'_['B. =%p+

toi/j kekthme,noij

=%pThis notation indicates that a preposition in the MT is not matched by a corresponding
counterpart in the Greek17, mostly if the implied preposition could fit existing syntactic
patterns in the MT, or alternative Hebrew text forms (texts from the Judean desert or the
Samaritan Pentateuch) , e.g.,
Gen 6:22.1 f[;Y/:§w:

kai. evpoi,hsen

Gen 6:22.2 x:nO=

nwe

Gen 6:22.3 lko/K. =%p-

pa,nta

Gen 6:22.4 rv,Õa]

o[sa

Gen 6:22.5 hW"•ci

evnetei,lato

Gen 6:22.6 A/t±ao

auvtw/|

Gen 6:22.7 --+ =?hwhy

ku,rioj

Gen 6:22.8 ~yhi_l{a/

{...?ku,rioj} o` qeo,j

17

The term 'minus' would be less appropriate since a preposition does not function as a

The LXX could reflect a similar formula, e.g.,
Exo 35:10.6 Wf[]y: /w> <sp>

evrgaze,sqw

Exo 35:10.7 lK'

pa,nta

tae_

Exo 35:10.8 rv<•a]

o[sa

Exo 35:10.9 hW"§ci

sune,taxen

Exo 35:10.10 hw")hy>

ku,rioj

A search, by means of “=%p-“ reveals that the same problem presents itself at Gen. 7:5.
{p}
If the LXX uses a compound verb, consisting of preposition and verbal stem, in order to
reflect a preposition in the Hebrew text, this is marked by the notation {p} before the
relevant noun, matching the preposition of the Hebrew. In addition, this preposition is
presented in ‘split notation’ on one line with the verb, e.g.,
Gen 16:2.17 [m;”v.YIw: {.../l}

u`ph,kousen ^ de.

Gen 16:2.18 ~r"_b.a;

abram

Gen 16:2.19 lAq•/l.

{p} th/j fwnh/j

Gen 16:2.20 yr"(f'

saraj

The prepostion l/ is matched by the Greek preposition u`p- in the composite form
u`pakou,w, on one line with the Hebrew notation,

[m;”v.YIw:

{...l/} . This correspondence is

further marked by the notation {p} on one line with lAq•l.
content word.

{s}
A similar notation is used in cases in which the LXX contains an adjective or adverb in
comparative or superlative form,18 whereas the MT indicates the comparison by means
of the preposition /m / !m. The Hebrew preposition is noted in split notation, on one line
with the Greek comparative/superlative. In the Greek text the Hebrew preposition itself
is marked by the notation {s}, e.g.,
Deu 1:28.8 ~[;Š

e;qnoj

Deu 1:28.9 lAd†G"

me,ga.

Deu 1:28.10 --+ =;br/w <2.10%> <sp>

kai. polu.

Deu 1:28.11 ~r/"w" {.../m}

kai. dunatw,teron

Deu 1:28.12 WN/M,/mi

{s} h`mw/n

=%ps
Special problems are posed by Hebrew semi-prepositions (that is, noun phrases,
consisting of noun with preposition, but functioning as a preposition only), such as, e.g.,

ynp/l. Formally such phrases could be rendered by the corresponding Greek preposition
and the matching noun, but practically the Greek language demands different
constructions. General differences are marked as =%ps, e.g.,
Gen 1:2.8 x:Wr/Œw>

kai. pneu/ma

Gen 1:2.9 ~yhil{a/

qeou/

Gen 1:2.10 tp,x,_r:m.

evpefe,reto

This procedure is also used when the comparative meaning is implied by the verbal
form, e.g., Gen 25:23.
18

Gen 1:2.11 ynE•P.-l[; =%ps

evpa,nw

Gen 1:2.12 ~yIM/")h;

tou/ u[datoj

=%ps-, =%ps+
If the semi-preposition in MT is rendered by a simple Greek preposition, the notation is
=%ps-, e.g.,
Gen 7:3.17 tAY_x; /l

diaqre,yai

Gen 7:3.18 [r;z<§

spe,rma.

Gen 7:3.19 ynE•P.-l[; =%ps-

evpi

Gen 7:3.20 lk'

pa/san

Gen 7:3.21 #r<a'(/h'

th.n gh/n

This notation indicates that the Greek rendering could, on the face of it, reflect a single
preposition, e.g., l[ , but in view of semantic considerations, such inference seems
precarious at best.
If, on the other hand, a preposition in the MT is matched by a phrase that in the Greek
mostly reflects a Hebrew semi-preposition, the notation is =%ps+, e.g.,
Exo 10:16.6 rm,aY/O©w:

le,gwn

Exo 10:16.7 ytiaj'_x'

h`ma,rthka

Exo 10:16.8 hw"•hy/l; =%ps+

evnanti,on kuri,ou

Exo 10:16.9 ~k,_y/hel{)a/

tou/ qeou/ u`mw/n

Exo 10:16.10 `~k,( /l/'w>

kai. eivj u`ma/j

c. Active / Passive /Causative interchange (diathesis) =%vap =%vpa
If the MT has an active form of the verb, whereas the LXX reflects a passive form of the
same root, the Alignment notes this as an interchange of active and passive (diathesis),
=%vap, e.g.,
Deu 12:23.10 al/{w>

ouv

Deu 12:23.11 lk;”ato =%vap =v

brwqh,setai

Deu 12:23.12 vp,N<§/h;

h` yuch.

Deu 12:23.13 ~[i

meta.

Deu 12:23.14 rf")B/'h;

tw/n krew/n

The passive reading of the LXX fits the consonantal text and the context no less than the
active reading of the MT. The problem of pronunciation is indicated by the common
notation =v.
The notation =%vap may also be used to indicate an interchange of causative (in MT)
and active (in LXX), e.g.,
Deu 12:3.14 ~T,Šd>B;a/iw> =%vap

kai. avpolei/tai

Deu 12:3.15 ~/m'v.

to. o;noma auvtw/n

ta,

Deu 12:3.16 !mi

evk

Deu 12:3.17 ~Aq§M/'h;

tou/ to,pou

Deu 12:3.18 aWh/)h;

evkei,nou

In this case, as in similar cases, the Alignment does not reconstruct the possible reading
=dbaw (Psa 41:6). A search reveals a similar case in Deut 7:24:

Deu 7:24.4 T'Šd>b;a]h/;w> =%vap

kai. avpolei/tai

Deu 7:24.5 ~/m'v.

to. o;noma auvtw/n

ta,

If the MT has a passive verb, whereas the LXX offers an active form, the notation =%vpa
is used, e.g.,
Jdg 16:9.13 rv,Õa /]K;

w`j ei;

Jdg 16:9.14 --+

tij

Jdg 16:9.15 qteóN"yI =%vpa =v

avpospa,soi

Jdg 16:9.16 lyti(P

stre,mma

Jdg 16:9.17 tr<[oÕN/>h;

stippu,ou

In this case too, the diathesis is connected to pronunciation. The example at hand also
illustrates the problem of the indefinite subject. This form may be expressed by a
passive, as it is in the MT, or by an indefinite pronoun with an active verb, as found in
the LXX.19
The present notation is also used to indicate the interchange of active forms with the
causative, e.g.,
Jdg 2:15.16 rc,Y/w: =%vpa =@

kai. evxe,qliyen

Jdg 2:15.17 ~h/,_l'

auvtou.j

Jdg 2:15.18 dao)m.

sfo,dra

19

If the object is involved this issue involves the pronoun as well.

d. Noun/Verb/Particle/Pronoun Interchanges, %nv, %np, %vq20
Many cases of variance between the MT and the LXX relate to interchanges that do not
affect the semantic root but rather its morphological realization as noun or verb. Thus,
where the MT contains a certain verbal form, the LXX may offer a noun that could reflect
the same root as the verb in MT, e.g.,
Exo 30:12.14 al/{w>

kai. ouvk

Exo 30:12.15 hy<•h.yI

e;stai

Exo 30:12.16 ~h,_ /b'

evn auvtoi/j

Exo 30:12.17 @g<n<§

ptw/sij

Exo 30:12.18 dqo•p/.Bi =%nv

evn th/| evpiskoph/|

Exo 30:12.19 ~/t'(ao

auvtw/n

Num 6:6.1 lK'

pa,saj

Num 6:6.2 yme”y>

ta.j h`me,raj

Num 6:6.3 A/r§yZIh; =%nv

th/j euvch/j

Num 6:6.4 hw"+hy/l;

kuri,w|

In the latter passage the LXX could reflect a noun matching euvch, e.g., rzn (Num 6:4, Ar+z>nI

ymeŠy>; 6:5, Arz>nI rd<n<Œ Ôymey), but in view of the special character of the Hebrew infinitive, that
may always function as a noun, always can carry a noun suffix (as it does in this case),
and always can be used in a status constructus (in the present case; as regens), the Greek
rendering might be considered to equal the MT, even though the morphological
categories are, on the face of it, at variance. Thus it is preferable to note such cases as a
20

At the present stage the notations mentioned in this sub-chapter occur in part of the

phenomenon, that could relate both to the Hebrew source text and to the translator's
preferences.
Accordingly, the Alignment marks such cases as =%nv, covering both the interchange
MT verb / LXX noun and the inverse interchange MT noun / LXX verb, e.g.,
Gen 19:31.11 %r<d/<_K. =%nv

w`j kaqh,kei

Gen 19:31.12 lK'

pa,sh|

Gen 19:31.13 #r<a/'(h'

th/| gh/|

=%np
The

notation

=%np

is

used

for

the

interchange

MT

noun

/

LXX

pronoun/particle/adverb, as well as for the inverse interchange, e.g,
Exo 31:16.5 tAf™[]/l;
Exo 31:16.6 tB'_V/;h;

poiei/n

ta, =%np

Exo 31:16.7 ~/t'_rod/ol.

auvta.
eivj ta.j genea.j auvtw/n

=%vq
A similar method is used for those cases in which the LXX has a
pronoun/particle/adverb where the MT has a verb, or vice versa. In particular we note
cases in which the Hebrew preposition with pronoun is rendered by e;cw, e.g.,
Num 7:9.5 yKi

o[ti

Num 7:9.6 td:óbo[]

ta. leitourgh,mata

Num 7:9.7 vd<QoÕ/h;

tou/ a`gi,ou

text only (mainly Pentateuch and Isaiah).

Num 7:9.8 ~h/,le[] =%vp

e;cousin

Num 7:9.9 @tE§K/'B;

evpV w;mwn

Num 7:9.10 WaF'(yI

avrou/sin

e. Independent, Attributive and Relative Pronouns, %o+, %a+, %r+21
Greek Pronouns in the Accusative, =%o+
The LXX frequently contains a verb with accusative pronoun (or with genitive/dative)
where the MT has merely a verb, e.g.,
Deu 14:23.1 T'l.k;a/'w>

kai. fa,gh|

Deu 14:23.2 --+ =%o+

auvto.

Deu 14:23.3 ynEŒp. /li

e;nanti

Deu 14:23.4 hw"Œhy>

kuri,ou

Deu 14:23.5 ^y/h,l{a/

tou/ qeou/ sou

According to the MT, the Hebrew of this verse does not mention the object explicitly,
since it is presupposed, following the command in v. 22: ‘set apart a tithe of all the yield
of your seed that is brought in yearly from the field.’ The Greek text supplies an object in
the form of a pronoun in the accusative, referring to the object of the previous verse. It is
unclear, first, whether this plus is a free addition, or the faithful rendering of a
pronominal form in the Hebrew source text. Secondly, it is unclear whether this
pronominal form would consist of a suffix to the verb (w/tlka/w), or of ta with the
suffix (w/ta tlka/w), even though in the present case the latter form seems idiomatic (cf.
Deu 12:11). Consequently, indication of the phenomenon by special notation, =%o+,
21

At the present stage the notations mentioned in this sub-chapter occur in part of the

seems preferable to explicit reconstruction.
This logic applies to all pluses of Greek pronouns in the accusative, e.g.,
Jos 4:21.6 rv,a]=%p+ =rva/k

o[tan

Jos 4:21.7 !WlÕa'v.yI

evrwtw/sin

Jos 4:21.8 --+ =%o+

u`ma/j

Jos 4:21.9 ~k,óy/nEB.

oi` ui`oi. u`mw/n

Jos 4:21.10 rx'm'

---

Jos 4:21.11 ~/t'ŠAba]

ta,

---

Jos 4:21.12 rmoa/le

le,gontej

Jos 4:21.13 hm'_

ti, eivsin

Jos 4:21.14 ~ynI•b'a/]h'

oi` li,qoi

Jos 4:21.15 hL,ae(/h'

ou-toi

In this case the Greek text lets the son’s question (‘your sons’) be addressed to ‘you,’ that
is, their fathers. This construction is similar to that of Exo 13:14 (rx"§m'
and Deu 6:20 (rx"§m'

^±n>bi ^•l.a'v.yI-yKi( hy"h'w)

^±n>bi ^•l.a'v.yI-yKi(), and thus may be idiomatic with the suffix attached to

the verb (e.g., ~k/lavy). Nevertheless, this assumption is far from certain. What adds to
the uncertainty is the fact that the addressee of the question is implied in ‘your sons’ (the
suffix of ~k,óy/nEB), and thus could be viewed as redundant in context. Accordingly, once
again notation of the phenomenon is preferable to explicit reconstruction.
The same notation is used for all cases in which the LXX introduces a plus in the form of
a pronoun in as direct or indirect object, which could reflect suffix or particle with
pronominal suffix in the Hebrew source text, but could also form free additions, e.g,

text only (mainly Pentateuch and Isaiah).

Deu 1:21.1 haer>

i;dete

Deu 1:21.2 !t;Õn"

parade,dwken

Deu 1:21.3 --+ =%o+

u`mi/n

Deu 1:21.4 hw"™hy>

ku,rioj

Deu 1:21.5 ^y/h,_l{a/

o` qeo.j u`mw/n

Deu 1:21.6 ^y/n<§p'/l.

pro. prosw,pou u`mw/n

Deu 1:21.7 #r</a'_h'

th.n gh/n

ta,

Deu 1:43.1 rBE•d:a/]w"

kai. evla,lhsa

Deu 1:43.2 ~k,_y/lea]

u`mi/n

Deu 1:43.3 al{Œ/w>

kai. ouvk

Deu 1:43.4 ~T,_ /

[.m;v.

Deu 1:43.5 --+ =%o+

eivshkou,sate,
mou

Demonstrative Pronouns=%a
The plus of demonstrative pronouns is indicated as =%a+, in particular when used as
attribute, e.g.
Lev 23:39.1 %a;à
Lev 23:39.2 rf'Õ['

kai.

¥hV'mix/]B;

evn th/| pentekaideka,th|

Lev 23:39.3 ~AyÖ

h`me,ra|

Lev 23:39.4 vd<x/oŒl;

tou/ mhno.j

Lev 23:39.5 y[iybiV/.h;

tou/ e`bdo,mou

Lev 23:39.6 --+ =%a+

{... tou/} tou,tou

The LXX could reflect the formulaic phrase hZ<Öh;
Jos 9:24.13 tt/eól'

dou/nai

Jos 9:24.14 ~k/,l'

u`mi/n

Jos 9:24.15 lK'

---

ta,

y[iÕybiV.h; ¥vd<xol;

Jos 9:24.16 #r<a'/h'

th.n gh/n

Jos 9:24.17 --+ =%a+

tau,thn

as found in Lev 23:27, 34.

Relative Pronouns, =%r+
If the Greek includes a relative pronoun, where the MT presents an asyndetic text or a
simple clause, ssentence structure is affected. Such structure could reflect the efforts of
the Greek translator, e.g.,
Lev 8:21.5 rjeq.Y/:w:

kai. avnh,negken

Lev 8:21.6 hv,Õmo

mwush/j

Lev 8:21.7 lK'

o[lon

ta,

Lev 8:21.8 lyIa/;¿h'

to.n krio.n

Lev 8:21.9 h/x'Be»z>M/ih;

evpi. to. qusiasth,rion

Lev 8:21.10 hl'Õ[o

o`lokau,twma

Lev 8:21.11 --+ =%r+

o[

Lev 8:21.12 aWh†

evstin

Lev 8:21.13 x:yrE(/l.

eivj ovsmh.n

Lev 8:21.14 x:xoÕynI

euvwdi,aj

In this example, the short comment that in the MT is formulated as a short nominal

clause which comments on the preceding burnt-offering, is in the LXX reformulated as a
relative clause, a construction which in this context seems Greek rather than Hebrew.
Addition of the relative is especially frequent in the Greek rendering of Hebrew poetic
texts, in which asyndetic relative clauses are regular, e.g.,
Exo 15:17.3 rh/:ŒB.

eivj o;roj

Exo 15:17.4 ^/t.l'(x]n:

klhronomi,aj sou

Exo 15:17.5 {...}

eivj

Exo 15:17.6 !Ak™m' =@__

{..peivj} e[toimon

Exo 15:17.7 ^±T.b.v/il.

katoikhth,rio,n sou

Exo 15:17.8 --+ =%r+

o]

Exo 15:17.9 T'l.[;_P'

kateirga,sw

Exo 15:17.10 hw"+hy>

ku,rie

Exo 15:17.11 vd"Q.mi

a`gi,asma

Exo 15:17.12 yn"§doa]

ku,rie

Exo 15:17.13 --+ =%r+

o]

Exo 15:17.14 Wn_n>AK

h`toi,masan

Exo 15:17.15 ^y/d<(y"

ai` cei/re,j sou

Isa 29:1.1 yAhÉ

ouvai

Isa 29:1.2 laeŠyrIa] {...?laeyrIa]}

{..^arihl}

Isa 29:1.3 laeyrIa]

--- ?

Isa 29:1.4 ty:§r>qi

po,lij arihl h]n Dauid evpole,mhsen

Isa 29:1.5 {...}

arihl

Isa 29:1.6 --+ =%r+

h]n

"

Isa 29:1.7 hn"Œx'

{..^evpole,mhsen}

Isa 29:1.8 dwI+d"

dauid

Isa 29:1.9 {...}

evpole,mhsen

Since the Greek does not have use for asyndetic relative clauses, the addition of the
relative is a necessity of Greek syntax, not implying a variant in the Hebrew source text.
Nevertheless such variants are not impossible, as shown by those cases in which the
Greek plus is matched by a Hebrew witness to the text, e.g.,
Gen 39:4.10 lk'w>

kai. pa,nta

Gen 39:4.11 --+ =%r+ <39.5%> <sp>

o[sa

Gen 39:4.12 vy<

h=n

Gen 39:4.13 Alˆ

auvtw/|

Gen 39:4.14 !t:•n"

e;dwken

Gen 39:4.15 Ad*y"/B. =:@swy

dyb <39.6%> =%np

dia. ceiro.j iwshf

In this passage the plus of the relative pronoun (o[sa) is in keeping with the text of the
Samaritan Pentateuch and the adjacent verse 5 (hd<(F'b;W

tyIB:§B; Al-vy< rv<Œa]-lk'B).

Accordingly, the Hebrew source text of the LXX may have contained this reading. On
the other hand, the Samaritan Pentateuch could also reflect scribal adaptation of the
difficult text. The Alignment enables the study of these problems by indicating the
phenomenon as such.
f. Condensation and Expansion, %b, %c, %e22
At the present stage the notations mentioned in this sub-chapter occur in part of the
text only (mainly Pentateuch and Isaiah).
22

Condensation, =%c
In many cases the LXX contains one vocable that covers the content of two lexemes in
the MT, especially when they are consecutive. In sich cases the assumption that we are
dealing with a minus would obviously be erroneous, since there is no change in content.
Hence the Alignment notes such cases as semantic (or syntactic) condensation, =%c, e.g.,
Gen 37:19.5 hNE©hi

ivdou

Gen 37:19.6 tAm•l{x/]h;

l[;B;_

=%c

o` evnupniasth.j

Gen 37:19.7 hz<§L'h;

evkei/noj

Gen 37:19.8 aB'(

e;rcetai

Gen 39:20.5 Wh/nEÕT.Y/Iw:)

evne,balen auvto.n

Gen 39:20.6 la,

eivj

Gen 39:20.7 rh;So/h

tyBeŠ

=%c

to. ovcu,rwma

Frequently such condensation is related to the reduction of complex syntactic patterns,
in order to streamline the structure of the Greek, e.g.,
Gen 26:8.1 yhiy>/w:

evge,neto ^ de.

Gen 26:8.2 yKiŠ

--- ?

Gen 26:8.3 Wkr>a") {...~ymiY/
" h;} {...?yKi}Š {...?A/l•} =%c polucro,nioj
Gen 26:8.4 A/l•

--- ?

Gen 26:8.5 ~v'

evkei/

Gen 26:8.6 ~ymiY/"h;

{...}

This notation is also used to mark cases in which the personal pronoun with active
participle is rendered as a present tense without corresponding pronoun in the Greek,
e.g.,
Gen 21:22.15 lk/o•B.

evn pa/sin

Gen 21:22.16 rv,a]

oi-j eva.n

Gen 21:22.17 hf,([o

hT'_a;

=%c

poih/|j

Compound words, =%b
In other cases the Greek translator uses one compound word that is composed of several
lexemes, in order to reflect a number of words in the Hebrew, e.g.,
Gen 39:22.1 !TeY/Iw

kai. e;dwken

Gen 39:22.2 rh;SoÕ/h;-tyBe

rf:† =%b

o` avrcidesmofu,lax

Gen 39:22.3 --+ =rhs/h

tyb ta <40.3%> =%c

to. desmwth,rion

Gen 39:22.4 dy/:B.

dia. ceiro.j

Gen 39:22.5 @seAy

iwshf

In this passage, the word avrcidesmofu,lax, chief prison keeper, consists of two lexemes,
avrci,’ ‘chief,’ and desmofu, l ax ,prison keeper, that together cover the content of the
compound noun phrase

rh;SoÕh;-tyBe rf:.† The term used also is connected with the Greek

plus, in wich the term prison recurs.
Some of the examples relate to exegesis rather than to morphology as such, e.g.,
Isa 40:31.1 yE†Aqw>

oi` ^ de. u`pome,nontej

Isa 40:31.2 hw"hy>

to.n qeo.n

Isa 40:31.3 WpyliŠx]y:

avlla,xousin

Isa 40:31.4 x:ko

ivscu,n

Isa 40:31.5 rb,ae_

Wl•[]y:

=%b

Isa 40:31.6 ~yrI+v'N/>K;

pterofuh,sousin
w`j avetoi,

The Hebrew verb with object, ‘grow new plumes,’ has been rendered as a single verb,
‘they shall put forth new feathers,’ that includes both the notion of ‘growing’ (fu,w) and
of ‘feathers’ (ptero,n).
Expansion, =%e
The Greek translation often contains phrases consisting of several words, e.g., noun with
verb, where the MT contains a single term, such as a single noun or a single verb, e.g.,
Isa 43:22.6 yKi(
Isa 43:22.7 y/Bi_

ouvde.

T'[.g:•y"

=%e =%vap ={@}_

kopia/sai, se evpoi,hsa

Isa 43:22.8 lae(r"f.yI

lae(r"f.yI

Isa 43:23.12 al/{•w>

ouvde

Isa 43:23.13 ^/yTi_[.g:Ah =%e _

e;gkopon evpoi,hsa, se

Isa 43:23.14 hn")Abl./Bi

evn liba,nw|

In these passages, the causative meaning is constructed by means of the verb, which is
added to adjective (v. 23) or infinitive (v. 22). In the latter verse, this construction reflects

an exegetical effort, probably related to the former verse.
One also notes examples in which genetic processes are rendered by means of adjective
and verb, whereas the MT contains an intransitive (adjectival) verb, e.g.,
Exo 2:11.5 lD:óg>YIw: =%e

me,gaj geno,menoj

Exo 2:11.6 hv,mo

mwush/j

Exo 2:11.7 aceŠYEw:

evxh,lqen

Exo 2:11.8 la,

pro.j

Exo 2:11.9 wyx'a,

tou.j avdelfou.j auvtou/

These cases instantiate the expansion patterns used to reflect certain aspects of the
Hebrew grammatical form. Other constructions are possible as well:
Isa 46:10.11 lk/'w>

kai. pa,nta

Isa 46:10.12 y/ci_p.x, =%nv =%e

o[sa bebou,leumai

Isa 46:10.13 hf,([/a,

poih,sw

Other cases relate to exegesis, e.g.,
Isa 56:6.8 tAy_h/.li

tou/ ei=nai

Isa 56:6.9 A/l§

auvtw/|

Isa 56:6.10 ~ydI_b'[/]l; =%e

eivj dou,louj {…?kai. dou,laj}

Isa 56:6.11 --+ =?twhma/w

kai. dou,laj

The data concerning expansion and condensation create the possibility to search for

such phenomena systematically, and, more significantly, to analyze their incidence in
the various books and segments of biblical literature.
8. Other Ancient Hebrew and Aramaic Text Forms Matching the LXX.
References to ancient Hebrew (or Aramaic) witnesses to the text of the Hebrew Bible are
offered in angular brackets. These witnesses are:
(1) <sp>

the Samaritan Pentateuch quoted according to Jewish and Samaritan

Version of the Pentateuch (ed. A. and R. Sadaqa; 5 vols; Holon and Jerusalem: Reuben
Mass, 1961-1966), and collated with the more recent edition The Samaritan Pentateuch,
Edited According to Ms 6 (C) of the Shekhem Synagogue (ed. A. Tal; Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv
University Press, 1994).
(2) <sb>

the pronunciation tradition of the Samaritan Pentateuch as published by

by Z. Ben-Hayyim, The Literary and Oral Tradition of Hebrew and Aramaic Amongst the
Samaritans (5 Vols; Jerusalem: Academy of the Hebrew Language, 1977) 4 (The Words of
the Pentateuch). Although this tradition is quoted only infrequently, it can provide
important testimony to the way the text of the Samaritan is to be understood, if the
consonantal text is ambiguous, and could fit either the MT or the LXX (see below).
<q

>

the biblical scrolls from the Judean desert, quoted by number of cave and

text. Note that in the Alignment the first sign in the string is <q. The cave number is
given after the q. Hence the normal reference 4Q is now: <q4. The name of the scroll is
not given, since it is identical with that of the biblical book, but the index number is
given on the main line. For instance, in Exodus the notation <q4m> refers to
4QpaleoExodm. In other texts, the inventory number follows the cave number, separated
by a hyphen, e.g., q4-158 = 4Q158.
Additional sigla include the following
<*q>

Possible partial agreement with variant found in Qumran text (in particular

if that

text is fragmentary or otherwise problematic, e.g., interlinear text)

Cases in which the text of the Samaritan Pentateuch or Qumran scroll agree with the MT
as against the LXX are indicated by =>:
<q=>

Agreement of the Qumran text with the MT

<sp=>

Agreement of the Samaritan Pentateuch with the MT

Additional sigla include:
<q->

The vocable indicated is not present in the Qumran text

<q11pl>

11Qpaleo-Hebrew Leviticus

<q11t>

Temple Scroll from cave 11 in Qumran (11QTemplea)

<qm>

Mezuzoth from Qumran (with cave and inventory number)

<qp>

Phylacteries from Qumran (with cave and inventory number)

Agreement between the LXX and ancient Hebrew witnesses other than MT may suggest
the reading of the Hebrew source text from which the translation was made, e.g.,
1Sa 16:4.14 rm,a/YOˆw:

kai. ei=pan

1Sa 16:4.15 ~l{•v'

eivrh,nh

1Sa 16:4.16 ^/a<)AB

h` ei;sodo,j sou

1Sa 16:4.17 --+ =har/h <q4b>

o` ble,pwn

The use of Samuel’s prophetic title no doubt suits the scene of his welcoming by the
elders of Bethlehem. In this respect the text of MT seems less adequate to the occasion
than that of the ancient Samuel scroll (4QSamb) and the LXX. On the other hand, nothing
in the present context suggests that the use of the title haro. Hence neither translator nor
Hebrew scribe could have inferred it from the adjacent verses. In consequence, this
agreement between the ancient witnesses as against the MT is a significant datum.
Chances are that the ancient Hebrew source text of the LXX did include this title.
Some of the LXX-Qumran agreements actually are surprising, e.g.,

Exo 5:9.1 dB;—k.Ti

barune,sqw

Exo 5:9.2 hd"_bo[/]h'

ta. e;rga

Exo 5:9.3 ~yvi_n"a/]h'

l[;

tw/n avnqrw,pwn
tou,twn

Exo 5:9.4 --+ =%a+
Exo 5:9.5 Wf[]y/:w> =;

w[vy/w <q4b> <sp>_ .m =vs

Exo 5:9.6 H/b'_ =%p

kai. merimna,twsan
tau/ta

Exo 5:9.5 W/Y(&W =;W/Y$(W <q4b> <sp> <dn> .m =vs

KAI\ MERIMNA/TWSAN

Since the Greek term merimna, t wsan (‘care for’) could actually represent an exegetical
rendering, no certainty could be attained with regard to the Hebrew verb that it possibly
reflects. Thus the reading of the scroll and the Samaritan Pentateuch constitutes
welcome confirmation of the inference that the Hebrew source text read

w[Xy/w

with

metathesis X[/[X (as indicated by the sign ‘.m’), in accordance with the verb of the next
colon.
No less striking is the following case:
1Sa 20:34.1 ~q'Y/"™w =zxpy/w <q4b>

kai. avneph,dhsen

1Sa 20:34.2 !t"±n"Ahy>

iwnaqan

1Sa 20:34.3 ~[/i”me

avpo.

1Sa 20:34.4 !x"§l.V/uh;

th/j trape,zhj

1Sa 20:34.5 yrIx\/B'

evn ovrgh/|

1Sa 20:34.6 @a"+

qumou/

The Greek term avneph,dhsen , ‘sprang up,’ is far more pregnant than the corresponding
term in the MT (‘he stood up’), but it is not easy to decide whether the Greek text reflects

dramatization on the part of the translator, or whether it faithfully reflects a variant in its
Hebrew source text. The question is settled by the reading of the scroll that implies a
forceful, unforeseen movement.
In the following case, on the other hand, the plus common to the Samaritan Pentateuch,
the Qumran scroll (4QExodb) and the LXX (‘the daughter of Pharaoh’) clearly is context
dependent, for it occurs frequently in the immediate context. Apparently, then, this
reading is no more than an explanatory addition. Still, the agreement between the LXX
and the Hebrew witnesses is significant, as it shows that explanatory additions are
possible in the Hebrew text and the Greek translation alike:
Exo 2:6.8 lmoŒx.T; /w

kai. evfei,sato

Exo 2:6.9 wy/l'['

auvtou/

Exo 2:6.10 --+ =;tb <sp> <q4b> <up> <dn>

h` quga,thr

Exo 2:6.11 --+ =:h[rp <sp> <q4b> <up> <dn> faraw
A similar addition is common to 4QSama and the LXX in the narrative concerning the
conflict between Saul and Samuel:
1Sa 15:27.1 bSo•Y/Iw =v =%vpa

kai. avpe,streyen

1Sa 15:27.2 lae_Wmv.

samouhl

1Sa 15:27.3 --+ =wy/np

ta

to. pro,swpon auvtou/

1Sa 15:27.4 tk,l/,_l'

tou/ avpelqei/n

1Sa 15:27.5 qzE•x]Y/:w:

kai. evkra,thsen

1Sa 15:27.6 --+ =:lwav <q4a>

saoul

1Sa 15:27.7 @n:k/.Bi

tou/ pterugi,ou

1Sa 15:27.8 A/lˆy[im.

th/j diploi<doj auvtou/

1Sa 15:27.9 [r:(Q'Y/Iw:=v =%vpa ={f}

kai. die,rrhxen

1Sa 15:27.10 --+ =%o+ ={f}

auvto,

The explanatory plus of Saul’s name is needed since without its explicit mention the
identification of Saul as subject is dependent on the logic of the implicit change in turn.
However, since this is a common feature of biblical narrative (cf 2 Sam 20:10; 2 Kings
8:14), the shorter reading of the MT probably represents the primary text.
In some cases the common reading of the LXX and the witness from Qumran
represents a less adequate understanding of the syntactic structure of the verse:
Deu 19:18.4 hNE†hi/w>

kai. ivdou.

Deu 19:18.5 d[e(

ma,rtuj

Deu 19:18.6 rq,v,Õ

a;dikoj

Deu 19:18.7 d[e/h'=%nv =dy[h <q11t> ={f}

evmartu,rhsen

Deu 19:18.8 rq,v,_ ={f}

a;dika

Deu 19:18.9 hn"•[' ={f} ={@}

avnte,sth

Deu 19:18.10 w/yxi(a/'b. ={f}

kata. tou/ avdelfou/ auvtou/

At times the Alignment notes the agreement between the MT and the ancient witness to
the text, as against the LXX, e.g.,
Exo 20:18.10 ar.Y/:†w: =@ary =v <sb=>

fobhqe,ntej ^ de.

Exo 20:18.11 --+ =;lk <up>

pa/j

Exo 20:18.12 ~['h'

o` lao.j

Exo 20:18.13 W[nU‘Y/"w:

---

Exo 20:18.14 Wd§m.[;Y/:´w:

e;sthsan

Exo 20:18.15 qxo)r"/me

makro,qen

This case is instructive since the consonantal text of the Samaritan Pentateuch is
ambiguous, and could fit either the MT, in which the verb is derived from the root

har ,

or the LXX, in which it is derived from

ary .

However, the pronunciation

tradition indicates agreement with the MT.
The notation of ‘partial agreement’ with the LXX can be ambiguous and often
suggests examination of the passage at hand, such as the Deuteronomic threat of
future calamity and defeat:
Deu 31:17.7 yTiÕr>T;s.h/iw.

kai. avpostre,yw

Deu 31:17.8 y/n:†p'

to. pro,swpo,n mou

Deu 31:17.9 ~h/,me

avpV auvtw/n

Deu 31:17.10 hy"Œh/'w>

kai. e;stai

Deu 31:17.11 lkoa//l,( =v =%nv <sp~>

kata,brwma

The indication of the partial agreement with the Samaritan Pentateuch refers to the
reading hlkal of this witness, using a nominal form from the root lka, as well as the
particle. This constellation could suggest that the Hebrew source text of the LXX read

hlkal or hlka. In the former case omission of the preposition would be attributed to
the Greek translator.
9. Additional Philological Details
a. Indication of graphic interchanges .rd, .w+, .y-, etc.

The reconstruction of possible variants may be followed by indications of graphic
interchanges, e.g., the interchange of consonants. Such notation consists of a dot,
followed by the letter found in the MT and then the letter occurring in the suggested
reconstruction, e.g. .rd , signifying r in the MT, d in the reconstruction,
e.g.,
Jos 3:16.24 ~['”h/'w>

kai. o` lao.j

Jos 3:16.25 Wr§b.[' =?wdm[ .bm .rd

ei`sth,kei

Jos 3:16.26 dg<n<•

avpe,nanti

Jos 3:16.27 Ax*yrIy>

iericw

The notation of the graphic interchanges indicates that the proposed reconstruction
entails the interchange of beth (MT) and mem (reconstruction), and of resh (MT) and
daleth (reconstruction).
Some of these interchanges relate to the Hebrew/Aramaic pronunciation of the period,
e.g., the common interchanges of aleph/ ‘ayin, mem/nun, e.g.,
1Sa 18:22.18 hT'_[/;w> =hta/w .()

kai. su.

1Sa 18:22.19 !TE•x;t.hi

evpiga,mbreuson

1Sa 18:22.20 %l,M/
,( B;

tw/| basilei/

1Sa 28:2.5;

ou[tw

!k/el'

1Sa 28:2.6 hT'Ša =ht[ .)(

nu/n

1Sa 28:2.7 [d:te

gnw,sei

1Sa 28:2.8 rv,a

tae”

a]

1Sa 28:2.9 hf,_[]y:]

poih,sei

1Sa 28:2.10 ^/D<+b.[;

o` dou/lo,j sou

Jos 11:5.9 ~Arme

ymeŠ

=:!wrm

ym.mn

tou/ u[datoj marrwn

Jos 11:16.11 !v,G/O‘h; =.nm

gosom

Note that the indication of possible graphic interchanges does not necessitate the
reconstruction of place names, personal names and transliterations.
The mem/nun interchange is also attested in manuscripts from the Judean desert, e.g.,
Isa 9:3.15 !y")d>mi =:~ydm .nm <q1a>

th/| evpi. Madiam

w+, w-, y+, y-, h+, h-, )+, )-, (+, (-, x+, x-, m+, m-, n+, nIn addition the Alignment notes addition/omission of vowel letters, matres lectionis
(which in inscriptions and ancient manuscripts were noted far less than in the MT), and
mem/nun, e.g.,
1Sa 20:26.16 rAh*j' =%nv =rhj <q4b> .w-

kekaqa,ristai

Num 24:7.8 gg:a/]me( =:gwg/m <sp> .w+

h' gwg

2Sa 2:31.9 Wtme( =w/ta/m .)+

parV auvtou/

2Ki 2:22.1 WpŒr"YE/w: =

wapry/w

2Ch 30:22.11 Wl†k.aY/Ow: =
2Ki 18:7.6 ace_yE =

hf[y

kai. ia,qhsan

.)+

wlky/w

.)-

.c& .(+

kai. sunete,lesan
evpoi,ei

Num 32:3.7 ~b'”f/.W =:hmbf/w .h+ <sp>

kai. sebama

1Ch 1:7.4 hv'yvi_r>t; /w> =:vyvrt/w .h- <ge10.4%>

kai. qarsij

1Ch 4:14.8 ~yvir"x]

ageaddai?r {t}

ayGEŒ

1Ch 4:21.2 hl'Šve .m+

.dr .m-

shlwm

Deu 1:4.15 y[ir<(d>a,/B. .n+

kai. evn edrai?n

Rut 1:2.6 ymi_[\n" .n+

nwemin

In the Second Temple period mem/nun were often used to close a syllable when ending
with a vowel, as indicated, for instance, by the common name

!dwy, equalling hdwhy. In

David’s genealogy we encounter a similar phenomenon:
Rut 4:20.6 hm'(l.f;

ta,

.n+ <dn>

Rut 4:21.1 !Aml.f/;w

to.n salman
kai. salman

b. Other graphic phenomena, .m, .l, .z, .j, .s, .w
The Alignment also notes additional graphic phenomena, such as metathesis, .m, e.g,
1Sa 19:8.5 aceYE/w: =?z[y/w .)( .cz .m

kai. kati,scusen

1Sa 19:8.6 dwId"

dauid

1Sa 19:8.7 ~x,L'ŠY/Iw:

kai. evpole,mhsen

1Sa 19:8.8 ~yTiv.liP. /B;

tou.j avllofu,louj

.l

possible ligature in the reconstruction, e.g.,

Job 38:36.1 ymi

ti,j de.

Job 38:36.2 tv'‰

e;dwken

Job 38:36.3 tAxŒJu/B; =@
Job 38:36.4 hm'_k.x'

twwj/b.l .xww

{+} gunaixi.n u`fa,smatoj
sofi,an

In this case the LXX reflects the ligature of two letters waw, where the MT has a heth.
This reading of the heth fits the form of this letter in the Jewish Aramaic script.
Other possible ligatures include .nym, .nwm (nun + yod or waw / final mem), and .wnt
(waw +nun/taw).
.z

The Greek possibly reflects the abbreviation of a vocable in the source text of

the LXX, e.g.,
Jer 6:11.1 hw"†hy>

tm;Õx] ¥taew =y/tmx ta/w

Jer 6:11.2 ytialeÕm'

.z

kai. to.n qumo,n mou
e;plhsa

The assumption behind this reconstruction is that the yod could serve as abbreviation of
the divine name, as found, for instance, in the medieval manuscripts of Sirach (yyy).
Problems of different word division are indicated as follows:
.j

Two words of MT reflected by one word in the Greek, that may be explained as

resulting of their junction into one word in the source text of the LXX, e.g.,
Gen 26:35.1 !'yy<§h.T/iw:

kai. h=san

Gen 26:35.2 x:Wr+

evri,zousai

tr:moŒ =@?hrm =%c =@?twrxtm .j .m

Gen 26:35.3 qx'_c.y/Il.

tw/| isaak

The complex annotation indicates that the reading, on any account, implies problems of
text comprehension, either in connection with the root hrm, ‘to disobey, to be defiant,’ or

with the reading as twrxtm, interpreting the graphic representation as single word, and
involving metathesis as well.
.s

One word of MT reflected by two words in the Greek, that may be explained as

resulting of its separation into two or more words in the source text of the LXX, e.g.,
2Sa 7:14.9 rv,a

kai.

2Sa 7:14.10 A/twO[]h/
;Š B. =@w/nw[

ab

.s .tn

eva.n {d} e;lqh| h` avdiki,a auvtou/

2Sa 7:14.11 w/yTix.k;h/o)w>

kai. evle,gxw auvto.n

2Sa 7:14.12 jb,v/
eŠ B.

evn r`a,bdw|

2Sa 7:14.13 ~yvin"a]

avndrw/n

In this case the term A/ twO[]h / ;ŠB. has been read as two words, w/ nw[
former corresponds with

hb ,

ab,

of which the

and the second with w/ tw[ , albeit in a slightly different

reading (interchange taw/nun).
.w

The Greek text possibly implies a word-division in its source text that differs from

that of MT, e.g.,
Pro 14:7.1 %lEŒ =lk .m

pa,nta

Pro 14:7.2 dg<N/<mi‰

evnanti,a

Pro 14:7.3 vyaiŠ/l.

avndri.

Pro 14:7.4 lysi_K.

a;froni

Pro 14:7.5 T'[.d:y"Ö

lb/;W =t[d ylk/w

.w .bk

o[pla ^ de. aivsqh,sewj

Pro 14:7.6 ytep.fi

cei,lh

Pro 14:7.7 t[;d"(

sofa,

c. The Indication of Other Languages
The translator’s understanding of the Hebrew can often be viewed in the light of
Aramaic or rabbinic Hebrew (post-biblical Hebrew), indicated by the following
abbreviations:
am

Aramaic (including all ancient dialects)

rh

post-biblical (and in particular rabbinic) Hebrew

a

Aramaic or post-biblical Hebrew

The Alignment indicates such cases by the relevant abbreviation following the
etymological notation, e.g.,
Exo 16:35.15 d[;

e[wj

Exo 16:35.16 ~/a'Bo

parege,nonto

Exo 16:35.17 la,

eivj

Exo 16:35.18 hce_q. =@tcqam

me,roj

Exo 16:35.19 #r<a,”

---

Exo 16:35.20 ![;n")K.

th/j foini,khj

Num 19:9.15 tr<m,_v.m/
i l.

eivj diath,rhsin /

Num 19:9.16 ym/e”l. =%p-

u[dwr

Num 19:9.17 hD"_nI =@hzn =@hdnam

r`antismou/

2Sa 22:46.4 Wr§G>x.y/:w> =@rgxrh

kai. sfalou/sin

2Sa 22:46.5 ~/t'(ArG>s.Mi/mi

evk tw/n sugkleismw/n auvtw/n

An alternative indication of Aramaic is a single a, which also may relate to post-biblical

Hebrew, e.g.,
Psa 16:4.5 lB;

ouv mh. [15.4]

Psa 16:4.6 %ySiŠa; =@snka.m

sunaga,gw [15.4]

Psa 16:4.7 ~h,Šy/Kes.nI =@snka .m

ta.j sunagwga.j auvtw/n [15.4]

Psa 16:4.8 ~D"_/mi

evx ai`ma,twn [15.4]

The rendering of

$sn , ‘libation,’ as sunagwgh reflects interpretation by way of the root

snk, ‘to gather.’ Thus the translator refers to the gatherings of those whose weaknesses
have been mentioned in the opening of this verse, characterizing them by their bloody
practices. This passage once again demonstrates interconnection and interaction
between derivation and interpretation.
Psa 108:10.1 ba'óAm

mwab [107.10]

Psa 108:10.2 rysi“

le,bhj [107.10]

Psa 108:10.3 y/cix.r: =@#xra

th/j evlpi,doj mou [107.10]

The rendering of this passage rejects the washing metaphor, preferring derivation from
the Aramaic root

#xr ,

meaning ‘to hope.’ Which ‘hope’ could be meant obviously

remains a matter of speculation. Divine victory? Davidic connections?
If the Greek rendering could be understood in the light of a cognate language,
such as Akkadian, the indication is placed between angular brackets, e.g. <ak>:23
Gen 31:39.5 ykiŠnOa'

23

evgw.

Arabic is indicated by <ar>, and Ugaritic by <ug>.

Gen 31:39.6 hN/"J,x;a] =hnjyxa <sp> <sb> <ak> .y+ avpeti,nnuon
Gen 31:39.7 y/dI_Y/"mi

parV evmautou/

Gen 31:39.8 hN"/v<+q.b;T. <sp>

---

In this passage rendering of hn/jxa as avpotinnu,w, ‘to pay for,’ is to be viewed in the light
of Akkadian hÓiaœt√u, ‘to pay compensation,’ an interpretation which also explains the
peculiar form found in the Samaritan Pentateuch (root

jyx), as well as the conspicuous

lack of the aleph in the MT form.
10 Additional Details in the Greek Text
The Alignment contains a number of notations in the Greek column, mainly relating to
the Greek text.
8. Transliterations, {t}

If the LXX presents a transliteration of the Hebrew (excluding personal names and place
names), this is indicated by the sign {t}, e.g.,
Jdg 1:19.14 bk,r<”

rhcab {t}

Jdg 1:19.15 lz<§r>B; =@ldb

diestei,lato

Jdg 1:19.16 ~h,(/l'

auvtoi/j

If the tranliteration is graecized, that is, if it contains case endings, the indication is {?},
e.g., 2Sa 20:8.12 A/DŒmi
9. Greek Stylistic Additions, {+}

mandu,an{t?}

Frequently the Greek text contains vocables added for reasons of Greek style. These are
indicated as {+}, or, if alternative explanations exist, {+?}, e.g.,
Pro 1:3.3 lKe_f.h;

noh/sai, te

Pro 1:3.4 qd<c,”

dikaiosu,nhn {+} avlhqh/

Pro 1:3.5 jP'v.m/iWÖ

kai. kri,ma

10. Addition of ‘to be,’ {+h}

Cases in which the Greek amplifies a nominal clause by means of the verb eivmi,, are
indicated by the notation {+h}, the assumption being that such expansions pertain to the
Greek rather than to the Hebrew, e.g.,24
Isa 5:28.1 rv<†a]

w-n

Isa 5:28.2 wy/C'xi

ta. be,lh

Isa 5:28.3 ~ynI‘Wnv.

ovxei/a, {h+} evstin

Isa 5:28.4 lk/'w>

kai. ---

Isa 5:28.5 wy/t'_toV.q;

ta. to,xa auvtw/n

Isa 5:28.6 tAk+rUD>

evntetame,na

11. References to the Goettingen text, {g}, {z}

Since the Greek text of the Alignment follows the text of Rahlfs’ manual edition, it is at
times necessary to refer to the relevant Goettingen edition. In such cases the notation is
{g} or {z}, given without quoting the actual text.
12. Problems of the Greek Lexicon {gl}
24

At present this notation is mainly found in the Pentateuch and the book of Isaiah.

At times divergencies between the Greek text and the MT should be explained in terms
of special lexical meanings of the Greek, rather then by postulating a Hebrew variant,
however plausible. Such cases are noted by the siglum {gl}, e.g.,
1Ki 9:27.5 yveŠn>a;

a;ndraj

1Ki 9:27.6 tAY‘nIa\

nautikou.j

1Ki 9:27.7 y[e_d>yO =@?hdr

evlau,nein {gl} {d} eivdo,taj

1Ki 9:27.8 ~Y/"+h;

qa,lassan

In this verse the verb ev l au, n w is to be understood as ‘sailing the sea,’ rather than as
reflecting a variant hdr.
13. Suggested Conjectural Emendation within the LXX, {c

}

In some rare cases the Alignment includes proposed conjectural emendations, indicated
by curly brackets and marked by the siglum {c, e.g.,
Jer 31:21.7 ytiviŠ

do.j [38.21]

Jer 31:21.8 %/Beli

kardi,an sou [38.21]

Jer 31:21.9 hL'_sim./l;(

eivj tou.j w;mouj {coi;mouj} [38.21]

In this case the emendation of w;mouj, ‘shoulders,’ into oi;mouj, ‘pathways,’ seems more
than plausible, since (a) in the Greek this interchange is minimal, (b) the Greek context
actually demands a term like ‘pathways,’ and does not contain any element that would
suggest ‘shoulders.’ Consequently, there is no reason to suggest a Hebrew
reconstruction to match w;mouj.
On the other hand, some proposed emendations could fit a Hebrew text alternative to

the MT, e.g.,
Gen 49:6.5 ~/l'_h'q/.Bi

kai. evpi. th/| susta,sei auvtw/n

Gen 49:6.6 la;

mh.

Gen 49:6.7 dx;ŠTe =rxt .dr <sp~>

evrei,sai {cevri,sai}

Gen 49:6.8 y/dI_boK. =@ =v

ta. h[pata, mou

Since the root hrx actually is attested for this verse in the Samaritan Pentateuch, reading

rxy, ‘be angry,’ the emendation of evrei,sai

to evri,sai, ‘to quarrel, to rival,’ seems timely, all

the more so as the interchange i/ei is extremely frequent (itacism).
14. Special Notations in the book of Job

The asterisk passages in Job are noted as {#}. Elements omitted by the Old Greek and
added in Job by ‘Theodotion’ with asterisk are indicated by the notation {---%} at the end
of the Greek line, e.g.,
Job 9:24.1 #r<a,ó

---

Job 9:24.2 hn"’T.nI

parade,dontai

Job 9:24.3 --+

ga.r

Job 9:24.4 dy/:b>)

eivj cei/raj

Job 9:24.5 [v'r"

avsebou/j

Job 9:24.6 ynE)P.

pro,swpa {---%}

Job 9:24.7 h'y/j,”p.vo

kritw/n auvth/j {---%}

Job 9:24.8 hS,_k;y>

sugkalu,ptei {---%}

Job 9:24.9 ~ai

eiv de. {---%}

Job 9:24.10 al{§

mh. {---%}

Job 9:24.11 aApŒae =awh

auvto,j {---%}

Job 9:24.12 ymi

ti,j {---%}

Job 9:24.13 aWh)

evstin {---%}

Since the notation includes the ‘---‘ sign, such lines are also counted as ‘lack of
representation’ in the text before the ‘Theodotonic’ additions.
11. Special Notations in the book of Sirach (Ecclesiasticus)
The Hebrew material for Sirach consists of Qumran, Massada and medieval Hebrew
manuscripts from the Cairo Geniza. For the Alignment these data have been encoded
and aligned according to the text of The Book of Ben Sira, Text, Concordance and Analysis of
the Vocabulary (Jerusalem 1973).25 In addition we have introduced the data for ms F from
the Genizah,26 courtesy Ben Wright. For consistency, the encoding includes transcription
of the shin as v , although the manuscripts have

X only. Unlike the other books in the

Alignment, the lack of a unified textus receptus necessitates the indication of different
manuscripts, noted as follows:
1 - Geniza, ms B
2 - Geniza, ms B (margin)
3 - Geniza, ms A
4 - Geniza, ms C
5 - Geniza, ms D
6 - Geniza, ms E
However, unlike the basic text of the Alignment, the present text follows the verse order and
numbering of Rahlfs in chapters 30-36. The verse numbering of The Book of Ben Sira, Text, Concordance
and Analysis of the Vocabulary has been added between braces.
26
See A. A. di Lella, “The Newly Discovered Sixth Manuscript of Ben Sira from the Cairo Geniza,"
Biblica 69 (1988), pp. 226-238.
25

7 - Massada Scroll
8 - Massada Scroll (corrector)
9 - 11QPs(a) (ch. 51); 2Q18 (6:25-31)
0 - Geniza, ms F
In addition the following annotations are used:
*

uncertain or fragmentary letter

[]

reconstructed letter(s)

[..]

lacuna in ms or illegible letter(s)

*-*

doubts regarding reading of a particular letter, e.g. X*-Y*

>
e.g.

pointed bracket with ms number indicates a reading which is lacking,
QN)TY 9 >1 (Sir 51:18)

<< >>

addition in ms

{7}, etc.
indication of agreement between Hebrew ms 7, etc. and equivalent word
in the LXX.

The text of 46:9, from ms B (Geniza) looks as follows in the Alignment:
Sir 46:9 !ty/w 1

kai. e;dwken

Sir 46:9 --+

o` ku,rioj

Sir 46:9 blk/l 1

tw/| caleb

Sir 46:9 hmc[ 1

ivscu,n

Sir 46:9 d[/w 1

kai. e[wj

Sir 46:9 hbyf 1

gh,rouj

Sir 46:9 hdm[ 1

die,meinen

Sir 46:9 w/m[ 1

auvtw/|

Sir 46:9 ~/kyrdh/l 1

evpibh/nai auvto.n

Sir 46:9 l[ 1

evpi.

Sir 46:9 yt*m*b 1

to. u[yoj

Sir 46:9 #ra 1

th/j gh/j

Sir 46:9 ~g/w 1

kai.

Sir 46:9 w/[rz 1

to. spe,rma auvtou/

Sir 46:9 vry 1

kate,scen

Sir 46:9 hlxn 1

klhronomi,an

The next sample, in ASCII notation, shows the complexity of the recording of the
Hebrew sources:
Sir 42:10.1 B/BTWL/YH 712

E)N PARQENI/A|

Sir 42:10.2 PN 712

MH/POTE

Sir 42:10.3 TXL {7} TPWTH 1 T*T*P*T*H* 2

BEBHLWQH=|

Sir 42:10.4 ^^^ ^ =BYT )B*Y/*H* 7 B/BYT )BY/H
{12}

KAI\ E)N TOI=S PATRIKOI=S
AU)TH=S

Sir 42:10.5 ^^^ ^ =PN 71 PXZH 2

{..dMH/POTE}

Sir 42:10.6 ^^^ ^ =TZRY( 7

E)/GKUOS GE/NHTAI

Sir 42:10.7 W/(L 7 W/B/BY*T* 1 [..]BYT 2

META\

Sir 42:10.8 )[Y$]/H* 71 B(' 2 [..]L 1

A)NDRO\S

Sir 42:10.9 --+

OU)=SA

Sir 42:10.10 [..] 7 L' 2 L[..] 1 =?PN

MH/POTE

Sir 42:10.11 T&+H* {7} TN&H 2 L[..] 1

PARABH=|

Sir 42:10.12 ^ BYT )BY/*H* 7 B/BYT )BY/H 1

^^^

Sir 42:10.13 ^ PN 71 PXZH 2

^^^

Sir 42:10.14 ^ TZRY( 7

^^^

